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  Thirteenth Session, Commencing at 2.30pm 

   INDIAN  BANKNOTES 

   AN IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF INDIAN 
PAPER MONEY  

Acquired mostly during the 1960s and 1970s, the highlights 
of the following collection include a Bank of Hindostan 16 
Sicca Rupees, c1830; a group of 45 Government of India 
one sided (uniface) notes of 5 rupees to 1000 rupees, from 
1872 to 1918. This group contains two specimen 5 rupees 
of 1915, a 50 rupees and a 1000 rupees of 1918. There is a 
good selection of 1917 one rupee notes including a specimen, 
also an attractive example of a 2 rupees 8 annas.

The George V section contains most types and signatures 
up to the 1000 rupees. One of the major highlights of the 
collection is the George V, 10 rupees specimen note that 
was given to visitors invited to the inauguration of the 
India Security Press on 14 April 1928. This distinct type 
has a larger portrait of George V and was never issued for 
circulation. The section also contains a specimen 5 rupees, 
two 50 rupees and eight different 100 rupees.

Following this is the George VI section which is almost 
complete and includes six 100 rupees and two 1000 
rupees.   

Additionally, there is a reasonably comprehensive collection 
of Indian notes since independence, mostly up to the late 
1990s, including a complete set of Persian Gulf notes.  

There is an extensive collection of Hyderabad notes, 
including a wide selection of signatures and dates from one 
rupee to 1000 rupees. Two specimens of the scarce black one 
rupee, colour trials in both blue and green of the 10 rupees 
and a small size 100 rupees overprinted 'Cancelled'. Add to 
this section the Hyderabad notes printed by Waterlow which 
are among some of the most impressive world banknotes 
ever produced.

The Collection also contains two very rare Boer War issues 
of 8 annas and one rupee, used at the POW internment 
camp of Trichinopoly in Southern India. World War II POW 
camp notes are also well represented by twenty different 
notes from various camps. There is also a good selection of 
Assam Tea Garden coupons, including unpublished types 
and denominations.

This is one of the most important collections of Indian 
banknotes to come onto the market and offers collectors a 
rare opportunity to add many key notes to their collection. 

    

 3931* 
  Bank of Hindostan,   16 sicca rupees, 183. Calcutta (P.S137; 
Jhun.1.4.3).   Nearly very fi ne and rare.   

 $3,000 

 The Bank of Hindostan (1770-1832) was the fi rst bank to issue banknotes in 
Bengal Presidency. They circulated in Calcutta and nearby neighbourhoods. 
Only a few notes were still in circulation when the bank closed in 1832. 

    

 3932* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, Bombay, 29 Feb 1872, 
Signature E. Gay, M/10 34707 (P.A2; Jhun.1.1D).   Fine and 
a rare early date.   

 $750 

 One of the earliest known dates of this type for Bombay. 

    

 3933* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, 'B' (Bombay) 25 October 
1912, signature H.F.Howard, MB/43 03243 (P.A5a; 
Jhun.1.4B.3).   Several spindle holes, some dirt on one half 
of back, good fi ne and scarce.   

 $400 
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 3934* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, 'A' (Cawnpore), 25 August 
1913, signature M.M.S.Gubbay, DB/87 36066 (P.A5g; 
Jhun.1.4H.2 [date not listed]).   Several spindle holes and 
light stains, good fi ne/fi ne.    

 $400 

    

 3935* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees 'B' (Bombay), 8 April 
1915, 'SPECIMEN', no signature, MC/91 00000 (P.A6a; 
Jhun.1.4B.1 type), diagonally overprinted 'SPECIMEN' in 
blue ink bottom right.   Several small creases, nearly extremely 
fi ne and very rare.   

 $3,500 
 Possibly the latest date known of this type, the only example we have seen of 
a specimen from this period without signature, sold with original descriptive 
holder from the 1970s. 

    

 3936* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, 'L' (Lahore), 26 February 
1915, 'SPECIMEN' signature Gubbay, FC/53 000000 (P.A6e; 
Jhun.1.5D.2), diagonally overprinted 'SPECIMEN' in blue 
ink over Gubbay's signature bottom right.   Some vertical 
creases and many pin holes (probably attached to offi cial 
letters or documents), rust pin holes below signature, very 
fi ne - good very fi ne and rare.   

 $2,000 
 Sold with original descriptive holder from the 1970s. 

    

 3937* 
  Government of India,   five rupees 'A' (Cawnpore), 28 
December 1915, signature Gubbay, DC/20 467874 (P.A6d; 
Jhun.1.5F.1).   Several vertical creases, one spindle hole, a nice 
example and nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $500 

    

 3938* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, 'B' (Bombay) 13 July 1915, 
signature Gubbay, SC/74 028409 (P.A6a; Jhun.1.5B.1).   
Horizontal and vertical crease, spindle hole and a stain in 
each corner, very fi ne.    

 $450 

    

 3939* 
  Government of India,   five rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 21 
July 1916, signature Gubbay, UC/96 155132,(P.A6b; 
Jhun.1.5A.1).   Horizontal and vertical creases, very fi ne.    

 $450 
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 3940* 
  Government of India,   five rupees, 'B' (Bombay), 18 
August 1916, signature Gubbay, CD/91 535193 (P.A6a; 
Jhun.1.5B.1).   Several vertical and horizontal creases, spindle 
hole and several pin holes, very fi ne - good very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3941* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue (no 
circle letter), 30 November 1918, signature Gubbay, ND/72 
020763 (P.A6g; Jhun.1.6.1).   Vertical and horizontal creases, 
several spindle holes and rust mark from paper clip, nearly 
very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3942* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue (no 
circle letter), 1 January 1919, signature Gubbay, GC/31 
522559 (P.A6g; Jhun.1.6.1).   Vertical folds and horizontal 
fold, several spindle holes, very fi ne.    

 $450 

 Dated the fi rst day of the year. 

    

 3943* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue, 30 
January 1919, signature Gubbay, GC/56 454013 (P.A6g; 
Jhun.1.6.1).   Vertical folds, horizontal fold, spindle hole and 
small stain on the back, nearly very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3944* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue, 6 
January 1920, signature Gubbay, GC/78 379254 (P.A6g. 
Jhun.1.6.1).   Several vertical folds, horizontal fold, spindle 
holes and several pin holes, nearly extremely fi ne, rare.   

 $550 

 The previous consecutive date to the next lot.  

    

 3945* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue, 7 
January 1920, signature Gubbay, GC/79 270176 (P.A6g; 
Jhun.1.6.1).   Vertical folds, horizontal fold, several ink letters 
on back, nearly very fi ne.   

 $450 

 The next consecutive date to the previous lot.  
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 3946* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue, 19 
February 1920, signture Gubbay, GD/17 154420 (P.A6g; 
Jhun.1.6.1).   Vertical fold and spindle hole, nice example, 
extremely fi ne.    

 $500 

    

 3947* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue, 17 
January 1922, signature A.C.McWatters, GD/49 649774 
(P.A6h; Jhun.1.6.2).   Vertical folds, horizontal fold, nearly 
very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3948* 
  Government of India,   fi ve rupees, universalised issue, 16 
February 1922, signature A.C.McWatters, GD/75 354594 
(P.A6h; Jhun.1.6.2).   Vertical folds, horizontal fold, spindle 
hole, very fi ne.    

 $450 

    

 3949* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, Calcutta, 10 Oct 1904, 
signature A.F.Cox, RA/56 07287 (P.A9a; Jhun.2.2A.1).   
Trimmed along top and bottom border, two spindle holes 
and creases, nearly very fi ne and rare.   

 $600 

    

 3950* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, Calcutta, 21 Jany. 1905, 
signature O.T.Barrow, UA/26 42956 (P.A9b; Jhun.2.2A.2).   
Vertical folds, horizontal fold, two spindle holes, several 
light stains, good fi ne and rare.   

 $950 

    

 3951* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, Bombay, 7 Septr. 1905, 
signature F.C.Harrison, SA/9 99977 (P.A8b; Jhun.2.2E.2).   
Vertical folds, horizontal fold, two spindle holes, large pin 
hole, pencil writing on back, good fi ne - nearly very fi ne 
and rare.     

 $1,200 
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 3952* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 19 
October 1911, signature R.W.Gillan, LB/56 84854 (P.A10d; 
Jhun.2.3A.1).   Numerous vertical and horizontal folds, two 
spindle holes, many pin and other small holes and small ink 
stain, scarce early issue, fi ne.     

 $350 

    

 3953* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'B' (Bombay), 3 June 1915, 
signature H.F.Howard, SB/90 56308 (P.A10b; Jhun.2.3B.2).   
Many vertical folds, horizontal folds, two spindle holes, good 
fi ne - nearly very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3954* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees 'C' (Calcutta), 9 September 
1915, signature H.F.Howard, YB/23 78840 (P.A10e; 
Jhun.2.3A.2).   Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, spindle 
hole, two bank stamps on back, good fi ne.   

 $400 

    

 3955* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 18 April 
1916, signature M.M.S.Gubbay, YB/78 32665 (P.A10f; 
Jhun.2.3A.3).   Light folds, two rust holes, three spindle holes, 
Darjeeling Municipality Cash Department and Darjeeling 
Post Offi ce stamps on back, good fi ne.    

 $400 

    

 3956* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 18 July 
1916, signature Gubbay, YB/89 80116 (P.A10f; Jhun.2.3A.3).   
Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, two spindle holes, has 
been fl attened, good fi ne.    

 $400 

    

 3957* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 23 January 
1917, signature Gubbay, AC/72 16499 (P.A10f; Jhun.2.3A.3).   
Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, four spindle holes ink 
and pencil numbers on back plus ink stamp 'BARH', fi ne.   

 $400 
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 3958* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'A' (Cawnpore), 1 
February 1918, signature Gubbay, DC/10 76816 (P.A10g; 
Jhun.2.3G.2).   Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, two 
spindle holes, a few pin holes, very good and scarce.    

 $450 

    

 3959* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'B' (Bombay), 20 July 1917, 
signature Gubbay, MC/6 07502 (P.A10c; Jhun.2.3B.4).   Three 
vertical folds, horizontal fold, two spindle holes, a few pin 
holes, three small stains top border, good fi ne.   

 $400 

    

 3960* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'L' (Lahore), 31 May 1918, 
signature Gubbay, ED/64 61725 (P.A10i; Jhun.2.3E.2).   
Several vertical and horizontal folds, two spindle holes, a 
few dirt stains on back, nearly very fi ne, a rare circle.   

 $450 

    

 3961* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 21 June 
1918, signature Gubbay, RC/90 04986 (P.A10f; Jhun.2.3A.3).   
Several folds, three spindle holes, two bankstamps on back, 
part of one showing through on front, fi ne.   

 $400 

    

 3962* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'M' (Madras), 13 July 
1918, signature Gubbay, JD/80 73611 (P.A10j; Jhun.2.3c.2).   
Several light folds, spindle hole, several pin holes, light toning 
on left and right border, very fi ne, a rare circle.   

 $450 

    

 3963* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'C' (Calcutta), 11 
September 1918, signature Gubbay, UC/61 18974 (P.A10f; 
Jhun.2.3A.3).   Three vertical folds, horizontal fold with four 
small holes along the fold, fi ve spindle holes and some pin 
holes, nearly very fi ne.   

 $450 
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 3964* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, 'B' (Bombay), 11 
November 1918, signature Gubbay, CD/50 65495 (P.A10f; 
Jhun.2.3A.3).   Several folds, two spindle holes, some pin 
and worm holes, two stains on back, showing through on 
front, very fi ne.    

 $450 

    

 3965* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 10 
February 1919, signature Gubbay, VC/50 42498 (P.A10R; 
Jhun.2.4.1).   Small vertical tear top centre border, several 
folds, three spindle holes, a few pin holes, nearly very fi ne.   

 $400 

    

 3966* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 25 
February 1919, signature Gubbay, VC/89 68850 (P.A10k; 
Jhun.2.4.1).   Light stain on front, three vertical folds, 
horizontal fold, two pin holes, ink word on back, good 
fi ne.   

 $400 

    

 3967* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 28 
March 1919, signature Gubbay, XC/73 27895 (P.A10k; 
Jhun.2.4.1).   Three vertical folds, several horizontal folds, one 
with several holes, four spindle holes, a few pin holes, bank 
stamp and the word 'KHANYAN' on back, very fi ne.    

 $450 

    

 3968* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 13 June 
1919, signature Gubbay, AD/68 55744 (P.A10k; Jhun.2.4.1).   
Several folds and many small creases, a spindle hole and two 
pin holes, good fi ne - nearly very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3969* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 19 
September 1919, signature Gubbay, CD/99 33472 (P.A10k; 
Jhun.2.4.1).   Three vertical folds, horizontal fold with two 
small holes, two spindle holes, several pin holes, nearly 
very fi ne.   

 $450 
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 3970* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 4 
December 1919, signature Gubbay, VD/41 83426 (P.A10k; 
Jhun.2.4.1).   Several folds, three spindle holes, many pin 
holes, ink '5' written top left corner on front, very fi ne.   

 $450 

    

 3971* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 18 June 
1920, signature Gubbay, CE/49 50585 (P.A10k; Jhun.2.4.1).   
Vertical folds, good very fi ne.   

 $500 

    

 3972* 
  Government of India,   ten rupees, universalised issue, 30 June 
1920, signature Gubbay, CE/77 19827 (P.A10k; Jhun.2.4.1).   
Several folds, four spindle holes, small hand written ink 
signature and date on back, blue crayon number on front 
top left, nearly very fi ne.    

 $450 

    

 3973* 
  Government of India,   twenty rupees, Calcutta, 22 Novr. 
1901, signature A.F.Cox, OA/89 36006 (P.A13 for type, 
Calcutta not listed; Jhun.3.1A.4).   Has been cut in half and 
loosely rejoined by tape on the back, probably sent through 
the mail in separate halves where registration may not have 
been available, much Indian and English writing on back 
may alude to being sent by post, three spindle holes and 
several pin holes, fi ne and a very rare denomination.   

 $700 

    

 3974* 
  Government of India,   fifty rupees, 'B' (Bombay), 30 
May 1918, signature H. Denning, SD/9 18921 (P.A15d; 
Jhun.4.3B.4).   Several folds, spindle hole and a few pin holes, 
nearly very fi ne and a rare denomination.    

 $1,500 

    

 3975* 
  Government of India,   one hundred rupees, Bombay, 5 
May 1916, signature Gubbay, CD/16 36569 (P.A17b; 
Jhun.5.2D.2).   Light folds, two spindle holes, several pin 
holes, very fi ne and a rare denomination.   

 $2,500 
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 3976* 
  Government of India,   one hundred rupees, Bombay, 19 Jany. 1925, signature H.Denning, ME/27 04005 (P.A17d; Jhun.5.2D.4).   
Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, creases, several small holes along horizontal fold, spindle holes, several pin holes, good 
fi ne and a rare denomination.   

 $2,000 

    

 3977* 
  Government of India,   one thousand rupees, Bombay, 10 Aug 1918, signature H.Denning, SD/71 39288 (P.A19c; Jhun.7.2D.4).   
Three vertical folds, horizontal fold, spindle hole, several pin holes, very fi ne - good very fi ne, a very rare note in this 
condition.    

 $10,000 
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   3978 
  Government of India,   one rupee, 1917, all with signature 
Gubbay, B/1 577402, B/75 660854, variety 1 (Gujarati text 
in last line on back), H/53 779823, variety 2 (Gujarati text 
different text in last line on back) (P.1; Jhun.1.1A, 1.1B).   
Some folds, fi rst with spindle hole and small rust spot, several 
pin holes, third with stain, otherwise good fi ne.  (3)  

 $500 

    

 3979* 
  Government of India,   one rupee, 1917 'SPECIMEN', 
signature Gubbay, B/24 000019, overprinted 'SPECIMEN' 
in blue ink bottom right, perforation left border (P.1s; 
Jhun.1.1A).   Uncirculated and rare.   

 $2,500 

 Serial No. B/24 000017 illlustrated on page 126 of Jhunjhunwalla. Sold with 
original descriptive folder from the 1970s.  

    

 3980* 
  Government of India,   one rupee, 1917, signature A.C. 
McWatters, Y/27 876485 (P.1; Jhun.1.2A), watermark, 
variety A, booklet perforation left border.   Light vertical fold, 
nearly uncirculated.    

 $950 

 Jhunjhunwalla states that notes with 'Y' prefi x were probably used in British 
East Africa. 

    

 3981* 
  Government of India,   one rupee, 1917, signature 
A.C.McWatters, Y/97 450410 (P.1; Jhun.1.2A), watermark 
variety A, booklet perforation left border.   A number of 
vertical folds, good very fi ne.    

 $400 

 Jhunjhunwalla states that notes with 'Y' prefi x were probably used in British 
East Africa. 

   3982 
  Government of India,   one rupee, 1917, signature 
A.C.McWatters, S/6 548662, watermark variety B; another 
S/38 835686, signature H.Denning, watermark variety B (P.1; 
Jhun.1.2B, 1.3).   Two small stains on fi rst note, two numbers 
written on front of second note, nearly fi ne - fi ne.  (2)   

 $250 

    

 

 3983* 
  Government of India,   two rupees, eight annas, George 
V, undated (1918), signature Gubbay, C/1 080375 (P.2; 
Jhun.3.1c).   Slightest small tears right hand and left hand 
borders, extremely fi ne, rare denomination, especially in 
this condition.   

 $5,000 

 Prefi x 'C' is believed to stand for Calcutta offi ce of issue. 
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 3984* 
  Government of India,   George V, specimen five rupees, 
undated (1925), signature Denning, A/3 000000, the word 
'SPECIMEN' hole perforated lower centre, watermark 
variety 'A' (P.4a; Jhun.4.1A).   Appears to have been slightly 
trimmed, otherwise nearly uncircultaed and very rare as a 
specimen.   

 $3,000 

    

 3985* 
  Government of India,   George V, fi ve rupees, undated (1925), 
signature Denning, K/4 046053, watermark variety 'A' (P.4a; 
Jhun.4.1A).   Spindle hole and several light folds, otherwise 
nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $650 

    

 3986* 
  Government of India,   George V, five rupees, undated, 
signature Taylor, N/41 752025, watermark variety 'A' (P.4b; 
Jhun.4.2).   Spindle hole, several folds, otherwise good very 
fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $500 

    

 3987* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated (1923), 
signature McWatters, A/59 860107, serial numbers top left 
and bottom right corners (P.5a; Jhun.6A.1).   Two spindle 
holes, light creases, otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $750 

    

 3988* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated (1925), 
signature Denning, C/38 254423, serial numbers top left 
and bottom right corners (P.5b; Jhun.6A.2).   Two spindle 
holes, light creases, two bank stamps with accompanying 
ink signatures and initials on back, fi ne - very fi ne.   

 $500 

    

 3989* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated (1925), 
signature Denning, D/24 007474, serial numbers top right 
and bottom left corners (P.6; Jhun.6B.1).   Two spindle holes, 
light centre fold, ink numbers right margin, a fresh original 
note, extremely fi ne.   

 $750 
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 3990* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated (1925), 
signature Denning, H/68 473030 (P.7a; Jhun.7.1).   Two 
spindle holes, several light folds, circular bank stamp on 
back, nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $650 

    

 3991* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated (1926), 
signature Taylor, L/45 646769 (P.7b; Jhun.7.2).   A few folds 
and creases, very fi ne.     

 $500 

   3992* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated (1928), 
SPECIAL TEN RUPEE SOUVENIR NOTE, given to those 
invited to the inauguration of the India Security Press, 
Nasik Road (North of Bombay) on April 14 1928. The 
note is similar in design to the previous issue, green and 
brown, ten rupees but the portrait is much larger and the 
word 'SPECIMEN' is printed in the top right and bottom 
right corner in red, the India Security Press Specimen logo 
in the bottom right corner also in red (P-; Jhun.13.4B).   
Banknote uncirculated, other items mostly extremely fi ne 
- uncirculated, very rare.  (7)   

 $10,000 lot 3992 folder

 Sold with the offi cial inauguration folder which contains four pages of 
information about Indian banknotes and the India Security Press, also three 
photographs of the 'Currency Note Press' building, 'The Note Checking 
Section' and the 'Embossed Envelopes Department', plus photographs of 
both sides of the inauguration invitiation. The note was never issued for 
circulation and is missing from most collections of Indian banknotes.  
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 3993* 
  Government of India,   George V, fi fty rupees, undated (1930), 
signature Taylor, V/5 784342, Bombay circle of issue (P.9b; 
Jhun.9.2A).   Spindle hole, a few folds and creases, nearly very 
fi ne and a rare denomination.    

 $4,000 

    

 3994* 
  Government of India,   George V, fi fty rupees, undated (1930), 
signature Taylor, V/1 495856, Madras circle of issue (P.9g; 
Jhun.9.2F).   Spindle hole, pin holes, a small rust hole in left 
margin, several heavy folds, bank stamp on back, good fi ne, 
a rare denomination and circle.    

 $4,000 

    

 3995* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated (1928), signature Denning, S/31 997315, Bombay 
circle, 'Bombay' in green and small font (P.10 (variety not 
listed); Jhun.10.1B).   Spindle hole, several pin holes and ink 
writing on top margin on back (showing through on front), 
several folds and creases, some stains on back, fi ne - good 
fi ne and rare.   

 $2,250 

    

 3996* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated (1928), signature Denning, S/37 203016, Lahore 
circle, 'Lahore' in green and large font (P.10m; Jhun.10.1m).   
Three spindle holes and several pin holes, folds and two small 
stains, top margin, very fi ne and rare.   

 $2,500 

    

 3997* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated, signature Taylor, T/15 460785, Bombay circle, 
'Bombay' in green and large font (P.10b; Jhun.10.2B).   Spindle 
hole with extended tear, name written in ink on front, several 
folds, very fi ne.   

 $2,500 

    

 3998* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated, signature Taylor, S/69 288165, Calcutta circle, 
'Calcutta' in green and large font (P.10f; Jhun.10.2C).   Spindle 
hole, several folds and creases, good very fi ne.   

 $3,000 
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 3999* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated, signature Taylor, S/54 881079, Cawnpore circle 
'Cawnpore' in green with large font (P.10j; Jhun.10.2E).   
Two spindle holes, several light folds, nearly extremely fi ne 
- extremely fi ne, rare circle.    

 $3,500 

    

 4000* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated, signature Taylor, S/75 889565, Madras circle 
'Madras' in green with large font (P.10q; Jhun.10.2J).   Spindle 
holes, vertical fold, several other light folds, scarce circle, 
nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $3,000 

    

 4001* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, 
undated, signature Kelly, T/19 987139, Bombay circle 
'Bombay' in Green with large font (P.10c; Jhun.10.3A).   Some 
folds, creases and pin holes, small bank stamp plus some ink 
and pencil writing on back, good fi ne - nearly very fi ne.    

 $2,250 

    

 4002* 
  Government of India,   George V, one hundred rupees, undated, 
signature Kelly, T/34 775245, Calcutta circle 'Calcutta' in 
green with large font (P.10h; Jhun.10.3B).   Several heavy 
folds, creases, three spindle holes, pin holes, fi ne.   

 $1,750 

    

 

 4003* 
  Government of India,   George V, one thousand rupees, 
(1931), signature Taylor, Bombay circle, X/3 386308 
(P.12a; Jhun.11.1A).   Vertical and horizontal folds, creases, 
two spindle holes, pin holes, small rust mark bottom right 
corner, blue crayon numbers, 'Imperial Bank of India' oval 
bank stamp on back plus small ink initials, good fi ne and a 
rare denomination.   

 $6,000 

 X/3 not listed by Jhunjhunwalla. 
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 4004* 
  Government of India,   George V, one thousand rupees, (1931), signature Kelly, Calcutta circle, X/8 613704 (P.12c; Jhun.11.  2B).  
Spindle hole, a few pin holes, light vertical and horizontal folds, rare denomination, fresh and original, a very handsome 
note, extremely fi ne.   

 $16,000 

 Prefi x X/8 not listed by Jhunjhunwalla. 
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   4005 
  Government of India,   George V, one rupee, 1935 (issued 
1940), signature Kelly, E/90 024105 (prefi x letter over two 
numbers); another, 10A 998365 (two numbers and a letter) 
(P.14a, 14B; Jhun.2.1A, 2.1B).   First note has a few folds, 
second spindle hole and heavy quarter fold on back, good 
very fi ne; fi ne.  (2)  

 $150 

    

 4006* 
  Government of India,   George V, one rupee, 1935 (issued 
1940), signature Kelly, 42/D 426607 (two numbers over 
letter), watermark 'B' (P.14a; Jhun.2.1D).   Two spindle holes, 
otherwise extremely fi ne.    

 $200 

    

 4007* 
  Government of India,   George V, one rupee, 1935 (issued 
1940), signature Kelly, 46/C 602534 (two numbers and a 
letter), watermark 'B' (P.14a; Jhun.2.1C).   Two small spindle 
holes, otherwise nearly uncirculated.    

 $250 

   

lot 4008 part 

 4008* 
  Government of India,   George V, fi ve rupees (1933), signature 
Taylor, P/61 154618; another, signature Kelly (1934), S/31 
462833 (P.15a, 15b; Jhun.5.1A, 5.2).   Second with two small 
spindle holes, good fi ne; very fi ne.  (2)  

 $300 

    

 4009* 
  Government of India,   George V, ten rupees, undated, 
signature Kelly, S/3 967950 (P.16b; Jhun.8.2).   Light vertical 
fold, a few other small light folds, two staple holes, extremely 
fi ne.   

 $350 

    

part 

 4010* 
  Government of India,   George VI, one rupee, 1940 (issued 
1944), signature C.E.Jones, M/14 611503, R/77 977838, 
Y/55 456772, black serial numbers (P.25a; Jhun.1.1A).   
First and third with spindle hole, good very fi ne - extremely 
fi ne. (3)   

 $100 
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   4011 
  Government of India,   George VI, one rupee, 1940 (issued 
1944), signature C.E.Jones, D/99 024039, T/16 397074, 
green serial numbers and 'A' bottom right corner (P.25a; 
Jhun.1.1C).   Both with two staple holes, nearly extremly fi ne 
- nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $70 
   4012 
  Government of India,   George VI, one rupee, 1940 (issued 
1944), signature Jones, A/95 891435, overstamped with a 
circular date stamp (Postal?), thought to be added in Burma 
although with Chinese characters (P.25a).   Fine.    

 $50 

    

 

 4013* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, two rupees, undated 
(issued 1943), signature Taylor, A/0 905422; Deshmukh 
signature, undated (issued 1944) D/70 685740, both with 
black serial numbers (P.17a, 17b; Jhun.2.1, 2.2).   Both with 
two staple holes, extremely fi ne - nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $250 
 First note with fi rst Prefi x A/0.  

    

 4014* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, two rupees, undated 
(issued 1949), Deshmukh signature, H/41 479056, red serial 
numbers (P.17c; Jhun.2.3).   Two staple holes, rare in this 
condition, nearly uncirculated.   

 $750 

    

 4015* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, fi ve rupees, undated, 
(issued 1938), signature Taylor, J/33 622672 (P.18a; 
Jhun.3.1).   Two staple holes, nearly uncirculated.    

 $220 

    

 

 4016* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, fi ve rupees, undated 
(issued 1944), signature Deshmukh, K/90 790645, N/94 
413832 (P.18b; Jhun.3.2).   Several folds, staple holes, nearly 
extremely fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $250 
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part 

 4017* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, ten rupees, signature 
Taylor, undated (issued 1938), D/29 755618; signature 
Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), H/95 937183 (P.19a, 
19b; Jhun.5.1, 5.2).   Both with two staple holes, fi rst with 
pin hole, vertical paper creases and light folds, the second 
with folds, extremely fi ne; good fi ne.  (2)  

 $200 
   4018 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, watermarked banknote 
paper for fi ve and ten rupees of type (P.18, 19), fi ve rupees 
paper with watermark of George VI at left and legend 
'Reserve/Bank/of/India' in four lines with '5' top left and 
bottom right; ten rupees similar with portrait at left and 'Ten 
rupees/ReserveBank/of/India Ten rupees' in fi ve lines.   Both 
with usual creases, otherwise very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

 Thought to have been salvaged in 1992 from S.S.Breda which was sunk off 
the Scottish coast in 1940 by German bombers. 

    

 

 4019* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, fi ve rupees, signature 
Deshmukh, undated (issued 1947) A/0 114500, C/63 
485303, black serial numbers (P.23a; Jhun.4.1).   Both with 
two staple holes, a few very light folds, nearly uncirculated; 
nearly extremely fi ne and rare in this condition.  (2)  

 $950 
 First note A/0 fi rst prefi x. 

    

 4020* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, fi ve rupees, signature 
Deshmukh, undated (issued 1947) D/84 463224 (Red 
serial number) (P.23b; Jhun.4.2).   Two staple holes, nearly 
uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $1,250 

    

 4021* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, ten rupees, signature 
Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), B/98 549468 (P.24; 
Jhun.6.1).   Two staple holes, nearly uncirculated.   

 $100 

     

 4022* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Bombay Circle, A/45 
636045 (P.20a; Jhun.7.1A).   Two staple holes, horizontal and 
vertical fold, a few other light folds, good body, very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.   

 $950 
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 4023* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Cawnpore circle, 
A/16 497437 (P.20g; Jhun.7.1C).   Two staple holes, some 
light folds and creases, nearly extremely fi ne - extremely 
fi ne, a nice example of this scarce circle.   

 $1,500 

    

 4024* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Karachi circle, 
A/4 797277 (P.20(not listed for Taylor); Jhun.7.1D).   Two 
staple holes, spindle hole, pin holes, rust spot lower margin, 
horizontal and vertical folds, fi ne - very fi ne.   

 $750 

 Not listed in Pick for this signature, a rare offi ce of issue. 

    

 4025* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Madras circle, A/5 
375735 (P.20n; Jhun.7.1F).   Two staple holes, heavy vertical 
fold and creases, scarce circle, nearly very fi ne.   

 $750 

    

 4026* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Bombay circle, 
B/35 708812, watermark profi le head (P.20b; Jhun.7.2A).   
Two staple holes, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $1,250 

    

 4027* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Bombay circle, 
B/79 762559, watermark facing head (P.20c; Jhun.7.2b).   Two 
staple holes, spindle hole, horizontal and vertical folds, '87' 
written on front in ink, good fi ne.    

 $500 
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 4028* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Calcutta circle, 
B/19 835568, watermark profi le head (P.20e; Jhun.7.2D).   
Two staple holes, spindle hole, good very fi ne - nearly 
extremely fi ne.   

 $1,000 

    

 4029* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Calcutta circle, 
B/74 066587, watermark facing head (P.20f; Jhun.7.2E).   Two 
staple holes, good fi ne - nearly very fi ne.    

 $500 

   

lot 4030 part 

 4030* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Delhi circle, 
B/42 403031, watermark profi le head; another B/75 607725, 
watermark facing head; another Madras circle B/15 561439, 
watermark profi le head (P.20j,(second not listed), P.20o; 
Jhun.7.2G, 7.2H, 7.2N).   All three with holes in watermark 
area, staple holes, spindle holes, pin holes, some ink and 
pencil writing, banking stamp on back of second, mostly 
very good - nearly fi ne.  (3)   

 $450 

    

 4031* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Kanpur circle, 
B/82 903132 (green serial numbers), watermark facing head 
(P.20i; Jhun.7.2K).   Two staple holes, a few light folds, good 
very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne, a rare circle, especially in 
this condition.   

 $3,500 

    

 4032* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issued 1944), Lahore circle, 
B/9 023195, watermark profi le head (P.20m; Jhun.7.2m).   
Two staple holes, pin hole, horizontal and vertical folds, 
creases, good fi ne- nearly very fi ne, a rare circle.    

 $750 
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 4033* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one hundred rupees, 
signature Deshmukh, undated (issue 1944?), B/43 214457, 
watermark profi le head, ALTERED ISSUING OFFICE AND 
PREFIX NUMBER, the original issuing offi ce appears to 
be 'Calcutta' and has been privately overprinted 'Bombay', 
the prefi x number also appears to have been altered to '43' 
(original catalogue number: P.20e; Jhun.7.2D).   Very heavy 
horizontal and vertical folds, centre hole, edge tears, poor 
- good.   

 $150 

 Probably altered to try and cash after original note may have been withdrawn 
or not accepted.  

     

 4034* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one thousand rupees, signature Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Bombay circle, A/3 753667 
(P.21a; Jhun.8.1A).   Two spindle holes, '96' written on right margin, small rust spot on bottom margin on back, several light 
folds, handsome note, nearly extremely fi ne.   

 $3,500 
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 4035* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   George VI, one thousand rupees, signature Taylor, undated (issued 1938), Calcutta circle, A/6 411446 
(P.21b; Jhun.8.1B).   Two staple holes, a few light folds, nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $4,000 
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 4036* 
  Government of India,   one rupee (1949), signature Menon, 
C/23 635052 (P.71a; Jhun.1.1.1).   Uncirculated rare fi rst 
signature, especially in this condition.   

 $500 

   4037 
  Government of India,   one rupee, range of issues from 
Ambegaonkar signature (1950) to Bimal Jalan signature 
(coin dated 1990).   A good range of dates and signatures, 
mostly fi ne - uncirclulated.  (31)   

 $120 

   4038 
  Reserve Bank of India,   two rupees, a good range of types 
and signatures from Rama Rau signature (1951) to Malhotra 
(1988), includes Rama Rau with incorrect spelling of 
'rupees'; Jha signature with 'A/0' fi rst prefi x of Ghandi 
type; Malhotra signature with '00A' prefi x.   First fi ne, others 
mostly extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (26)  

 $120 

    

 

lot 4039

 4039* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   error two rupees, Puri signature 
(1976), C/78 691978, diagonal crease which has caused a 
wide paper fl ap along the bottom margin and part of the right 
margin.   Two staple holes, a spindle hole and a bank? stamp 
on back, very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $70 

   4040 
  Reserve Bank of India,   fi ve rupees, a good range of types 
and signatures from Ramu Rau (1953) (P.34; Jhun3.3.1) 
to Malhotra (c1985)(P.80m; Jhun.3.9.7c).   Third note fi ne, 
otherwise mostly very fi ne - uncirculated.  (16)  

 $170 

    

 4041* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   ten rupees, signature Deshmukh 
(1949), fi rst issue, A/28 471113 (P.37a; Jhun.4.1.1).   Two 
staple holes, spindle hole, pin hole, some folds and creases, 
good fi ne - nearly very fi ne and scarce.    

 $270 

    

 

 4042* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   ten rupees, signature Rama Rau 
(1950), D/55 086741; another with incorrect spelling 
'Rupaya' (1951) M/29 171319 (P.37a, 38; Jhun.4.1.2, 
4.2.1).   Both with two staple holes, otherwise extremely fi ne; 
uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 
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   4043 
  Reserve Bank of India,   ten rupees, a good range of types 
and signatures from Iyengar 'A' (1958)(P.39c; Jhun.4.3.3) 
to Venkitaramanan (1990-92)(P86a; Jhun.4.11.1A); twenty 
rupees from Puri (1976)(P.82b; Jhun.5.2.2), to Malhotra 
'A,B' (ND)(P.82h; Jhun.5.2.6B)(4).   Several notes very fi ne, 
others mostly extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (23)   

 $100 

   4044 
  Reserve Bank of India,   fi fty rupees, a selection of types and 
signatures, Puri (1976); Patel (N.D); Manmohan Singh (N.D): 
Malhotra (N.D)(P.83b, 83d, 84b, 84c; Jhun.6.1.2, 6.1.4A, 
6.2.2, 6.2.3A); one hundred rupees Puri (1976), Malhotra 
(N.D), Manmohan Singh (1983), Patel (1979)(P.85b, 85A, 
86b, 82; Jhun.7.8.2, 7.9.1, 7.10.2, 7.10.1).   Mostly extremely 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (8)   

 $130 

    

 4045* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   one hundred rupees (1951), Rama 
Rau serial number in black A/12 167319, 'A' = Bombay 
(P.42a; Jhun.7.2.1A), Hindi spelling 'Rupaya'.   Folds and 
creases, three ink numbers on back, fi ne - nearly very fi ne.    

 $150 

    

 4046* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   one hundred rupees (1953), Rama 
Rau, serial number in red A/24 801107 'A' = bombay (P.42b; 
Jhun.7.3.1), Hindi spelling 'Rupaye'.   Nearly extremely 
fi ne.    

 $250 

   

part 

 4047* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   one hundred rupees (1953), Iengar, 
serial number in red AA/13 849112; another AA/66 714283, 
(P.43; Jhun.7.3.2).   First with rust staple holes, several pin 
holes, nearly very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne; extremly fi ne 
- nearly uncirculated.  (2)   

 $300 

   

part 

 4048* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   one hundred rupees (1960), Iengar, 
serial numbers in red AA/16 987262; another AA/21 342896; 
Bhattacharya AC/59 076497; another AC/70 974822; Puri 
AG/40 232320 (P.44, 45, 64a, 6b; Jhun.7.4.1, 7.4.2, 7.7.1A, 
7.7.2).   Fourth and fi fth notes fi ne, others very fi ne - nearly 
uncirculated.  (6)  

 $500 

     

 4049* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   one thousand rupees, (1975), Bombay 
Sengupta signature, A/1 207827 (P.65a; Jhun.9.4.1).   Two 
staple holes, very fi ne - good very fi ne.   

 $300 
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 4050* 
  Reserve Bank of India,   one thousand rupees, (1975), Bombay, 
signature Sengupta, A/2 407579 (P.65a; Jhun.9.4.1).   Two 
staple holes, bank stamp on back, good fi ne - nearly very 
fi ne.    

 $250 

    

 4051* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Governement of India, one rupee, 1957 
(issued 1959), A.K.Roy signature, Z/11 427614 'B' (P.R1; 
Jhun.12.1.1).   Usual two staple holes, uncirculated and rare 
in this condition.   

 $350 

    

 4052* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Reserve Bank of India, fi ve rupees, (1959), 
signature Iengar, Z/1 336412 (P.R2; Jhun.12.2.1).   Usual two 
staple holes, uncirculated and rare in this condition.   

 $2,000 

    

 4053* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees (1959), 
signature Iengar, Z/10 980234 'A' (P.R3; Jhun.12.3.1).   Two 
staple holes, fi ne.    

 $200 

    

 4054* 
  India,   Persian Gulf, Reserve Bank of India, one hundred 
rupees (1959), signature Iengar, Z/0 848720, (P.R4; 
Jhun.12.4.1).   Two staple holes, some pin holes, two ink 
numbers in watermark area, good fi ne and a rare type.    

 $1,500 

 First prefi x Z/0. 
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 4055* 
  Hyderabad,   one rupee (1919), A/1 502717 (P.S261; 
Jhun.1.1).   Heavy stains, folds, holes top left corner, ragged 
right margin, poor - fair, a rare type even in this condition.   

 $100 

 Unpriced in Pick. 

    

 4056* 
  Hyderabad,   specimen one rupee, (1919), A/1 000000, 
Waterlow imprint only on the lower margin on the back, 
offi cially cancelled with two 9mm holes lower centre (P.S261; 
Jhun.1.1).   Several minor spots, nearly extremely fi ne and 
very rare.   

 $2,000 

 Not listed in Pick or Jhunjhunwalla as a specimen. Sold with the orignial 
descriptive holder from the 1980s, issued note unpriced in Pick. 

    

lot 4057

 4057* 
  Hyderabad,   specimen one rupee, (1919) 'C/1' prefi x only, 
overprinted 'SPECIMEN/WATERLOW & SONS LTD', 
diagonally in two lines on the front top left in blue and in the 
centre 'SPECIMEN/NO VALUE' in two lines in red, the same 
overprints on the back in reverse, circular 'WATERLOW 
& SONS LIMITED CANCELLED SPECIMEN' in blue on 
front lower right, 'SPECIMEN NOTE, WATERLOW AND 
SONS LTD' and the number '384' all in black print along 
the top margin, offi cially cancelled with three 9mm holes, 
Waterlow imprint on the front and back lower margins 
(P.S261; Jhun.1.1).   Virtually uncirculated and a superb 
Waterlow 'specimen' of this very rare type.   

 $3,000 

 Issued note unpriced in Pick, sold with the original descriptive holder from 
the 1980s.  

   4058 
  Hyderabad,   one rupee, (1941-1947), Hyderabad Prison 
printing, four lines of Urdu text, includes signature Ghulam 
Muhammad (1941-1945), A/8  669772, G/6 607011, K/8 
930453, M/9 645532, Liaquat Jung (1945-1947) Q/8 
674080; Zahed Hussan (1945-1946), S/2 586236 (P.S271c, 
d; Jhun.2.3, 2.4, 2.5), contains a number of colour variations.   
Mostly fi ne - good fi ne.  (6)   

 $120 

    

 4059* 
  Hyderabad,   one rupee (1945-1947), Hyderabad Prison 
printing, two lines of Urdu text, signature Liaquat Jung 
AB/1 271284 (P.S272a; Jhun.3.3).   Usual two staple holes, 
uncirculated.    

 $100 

   4060 
  Hyderabad,   one rupee, Hyderabad Prison printing, two lines 
of Urdu Text, (1946-1953), signature Zahed Jung (1946) 
W/5 942878; D.R.Pradhan (1948-1949), AC/6 343005; 
C.V.S.Rao (1950) AF/1 757299, AM/6 111097, AM/6 
531240; Dr G.S.Melkote (1950-1953) AQ/9 869121, group 
contains a number of colour and serial number variations.   
Mostly fi ne - good fi ne.  (6)  

 $120 
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 4061* 
  Hyderabad,   fi ve rupees, (FE1333/1923-24), colour trial in 
blue, no serial numbers, signature of Hyder Nawaz Jung, 
overprinted 'SPECIMEN/WATERLOW & SONS LTD' 
diagonally in red in two lines lower centre on front and 
lower left on back 'SPECIMEN NOTE, WATERLOW & 
SONS LTD' top left margin, Waterlow imprint front and 
back lower margin, offi cially cancelled with three 8mm 
holes (P.S263; Jhun.5.5).   Uncirculated, a superb and rare 
Waterlow colour trial.   

 $4,000 

 Sold with the original descriptive holder from the 1980s. 

   4062 
  Hyderabad,   fi ve rupees (1941-1947), signature Ghulam 
Muhammad (1941-1945), PG 643 609; Liaquat Jung (1945-
1947) (P.S273c, e; Jhun.6.3, 6.5).   Both with staple holes, 
very fi ne; fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

    

 4063* 
  Hyderabad,   fi ve rupees, signature Zahed Husain (1945-
1946) PL 461868 (P.S273d; Jhun.6.4).   Usual two staple 
holes, otherwise lovely fresh uncirculated.    

 $350 

    

 4064* 
  Hyderabad,   fi ve rupees, signature Zahed Husain (1945-
1946), PO 667526 (PS.273d; Jhun.6.4).   Usual two staple 
holes, corner fold and smudge bottom right corner, faint 
centre fold, good extremly fi ne.   

 $250 

    

 4065* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees (FE1333/1923-27) colour trial in 
green, no serial numbers, signature of Hyder Nawaz Jung, 
overprinted 'SPECIMEN/WATERLOW & SONS LTD' 
diagonally in red in two lines lower centre on front and 
centre left on back, 'SPECIMEN NOTE, WATERLOW & 
SONS LTD' top left margin, offi cially cancelled with three 
8mm holes, Waterlow imprint front and back lower margin 
(P.S265b; Jhun.8.7 fi rst for type).   Superb Waterlow colour 
trial, good extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $4,000 

 Sold with the original descriptive holder from the 1980s. 

    

 4066* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Sir Reginald R.Glancy 
(FE1327/1917-18), AD 24143 (P.S264; Jhun.8.1A), date in 
black in fi rst type of date panel.   Several pin holes and other 
small holes, good fi ne and rare fi rst date and signature.   

 $300 
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 4067* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz Jung 
(FE1334/1924-25), AR 87276 (P.S265 (date not listed); 
Jhun.8.3).   Two staple holes, some heavy folds, rust spot, 
good fi ne.    

 $250 

   

part 

 4068* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz Jung 
(FE1338/1928-29) AU 41997; another (FE1339/1929-30) 
BM 27913 (P.S265c, d; Jhun.8.3).   Several small stains, folds, 
creases, second note with several spindle and pin holes, good 
fi ne; nearly very fi ne.  (2)  

 $350 

     4069 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz Jung 
signature, (FE1342/1932-33) BU 09558; another 
(FE1344/1934-35) CA 59983 (P.S265E,F; Jhun.8.3).   Three 
holes along the horizontal heavy fold, three heavy vertical 
folds, three large pin holes, many stains, second note with 
heavy vertical folds and horizontal fold, several spindle and 
pin holes, good - very good; fi ne - good fi ne.  (2)   

 $250 

   

4070* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz Jung, 
(FE1346/1936-37) CH 55064 (P.S265g; Jhun8.3).   Two small 
spindle and one pin hole, usual three vertical and horizontal 
folds, good fi ne - nearly very fi ne.    

 $250 

   

part 

 4071* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Fakhr Yar Jung (1938, 
1940-41) CX 21509; Mehdi Yah Jung (1939) G1 11428 
(P.S274a, b; Jhun.9.1, 9.2).   First with centre fold, very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $250 

    

 4072* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Ghulam Muhammad, 
(1941-1945), HB 47034; Zahed Hussain (1945-1946), IT 
551390 (P.S274c, d; Jhun.9.3, 9.5).   Both with centre fold, 
good very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)   

 $300 
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 4073* 
  Hyderabad,   ten rupees, signature Liaquat Jung (1945-1947) 
IP 877157 (P.S274E; Jhun.9.4).   Original fresh colour, 
extremely fi ne.    

 $200 

    

 4074* 
  Hyderabad,   one hundred rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz 
Jung, (FE1334/1924-25), PT 91915 (P.S266d; Jhun.10.3).   
Usual two staple holes, original fresh colour, magnifi cent 
example of Waterlow's printing, very impressive note and 
rare in this condition, uncirculated.   

 $2,500 

 Dated the Fasli month of 'Amardad' which is the equivalent of 'June'.  

    

 4075* 
  Hyderabad,   one hundred rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz 
Jung, (FE1339/1929-30), PX 80578 (P.S266b; Jhun.10.3).   
Several light vertical folds, two staple holes, spindle hole, two 
pin holes, several corner folds, good very fi ne and rare.   

 $1,500 

 Dated the Fasli month of 'Bahman' which is the equivalent of 'December'.  

    

 4076* 
  Hyderabad,   one hundred rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz 
Jung, (FE1339/1929-30) different month, PZ 02404 
(P.S266b; Jhun.10.3).   Usual two staple holes, original 
fresh colour, nearly uncirculated, a magnifi cent example of 
Waterlow's printing, a very impressive note and rare in this 
condition.   

 $2,250 

 Dated the Fasli month of 'Mihr' which is the equivalent of 'August', different 
month to the previous lot.  

    

 4077* 
  Hyderabad,   specimen one hundred rupees, signature Mehdi 
Yar Jung (1939), overprinted 'CANCELLED' diagonally 
in black on front, low serial number, QH 40003, printed 
at the currency note press, Nasik (P.S275b; Jhun.11.2 for 
type).   One staple hole, virtually uncirculated and very rare, 
especially in this condition.   

 $2,500 
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 4078* 
  Hyderabad,   one hundred rupees, signature Mehdi Yar Jung 
(1939), Q1 15961 (P.S275b; Jhun.11.2).   Usual two staple 
holes, vertical folds, good fi ne - very fi ne and scarce.    

 $250 

    

 4079* 
  Hyderabad,   one hundred rupees, signature Liaquat Jung 
(1945-1947), RA 43383 (P.S275d; Jhun.11.4).   Heavy 
horizontal and vertical folds, three small holes along the 
horizontal fold, fi ne - good fi ne.    

 $150 

    

 4080* 
  Hyderabad,   one thousand rupees, signature Hyder Nawaz 
Jung (FE1341/1931-32), AA 93002 (P.S267; Jhun.12.1).   
Virtually uncirculated, an excellent example of Waterlow's 
printing, one of the world's most impressive notes, especially 
in this condition.   

 $3,000 

     4081  
  Hyderabad,   The Hyderabad Banking Company, cheque, 
Sola of Exchange, Hyderabad (Deccan) for 225 rupees, 15 
August 1890; Hyderabad Government cheque, sight note for 
1017 rupees, 14 annas, four pies dated 20 February 1887 ? 
(1867?) to H.M. General Treasury Bank of Bengal, Calcutta.   
Good very fi ne; very fi ne.  (2)   

 $100 

    

 4082* 
  Anglo Boer War,   Prisoners of War Camp, Trichinopoly, 
Southern India, eight annas, 1 August 1901, No.515, signed 
by the camp commandant, Trichinopoly, bottom right and 
the 'Commandant, Boer Parolers Camp Kaity, Nirgiris' top 
left overprinted 'War 11th October, 1899' and 'Peace, 1st 
June 1902', diagonally in centre (Ineson p82-85; Jhun.1.1).   
Small tear top and bottom edges, very fi ne and very rare, 
only a few known.    

 $2,000 

    

 4083* 
  Anglo Boer War,   Prisoners of War Camp, Trichinopoly, 
Southern India, one rupee, 17 July 1901, No.1214, signed 
by 'Commandant Boer Camp Trichinopoly' bottom right 
and the 'Commandant, Boer Parolers Camp Kaity, Nilgiris' 
top left, overprinted 'War 11th October,1899' and 'Peace: 
1st June 1902' diagonally in centre in two lines, a number of 
ink rubber camp stamps on back (Ineson p82-85; Jhun.1.2).   
Several small tears top and right edge, fi ne and very rare.   

 $2,000 
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part 

 4084* 
  World War II,   Prisoners of War Camp, Bangalore, two 
annas, one rupee, fi ve rupees (undated), overprinted 'Group 
1 Bangalore' in red, type with vertical bar at left (Campbell 
5076, 5079, 5081; Jhun.2.1.1, 2.1.4, 2.1.6).   The one rupee 
torn in half and rejoined, mostly fi ne and a rare type.  (3)  

 $750 

    

 

lot 4085 part

 4085* 
  World War II,   Prisoners of War Camp, Bangalore, two, 
four and eight annas, one, two and fi ve rupees, 1942, all 
overprinted with ink rubber stamps, either 'Bangalore 7' 
in a frame, or the word 'Bangalore', or both, all except 
the eight annas also have a large fi gure '7' stamped on the 
back with the date '1942', type with no vertical bar at left 
(Campbell 5084 - 5086, 5087 - 5089; Jhun.2.1A.2, 2.1A.3, 
2.1A.4, 2.1A.5 - 2.1A.7).   Several with pencil numbers and 
words on back, mostly fi ne - very fi ne, a nearly complete 
set and rare.  (6)  

 $2,000 
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 4086* 
  World War II,   Prisoners of War Camp, Bhopal, one, four 
and eight annas, fi ve and ten rupees, undated, all overprinted 
'Bhopal' in black, four and eight annas with vertical bar 
at left, others without (Campbell 5099, (four annas not 
listed), 5094, 5105, 5106; Jhun.2.2A.1, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2A.7, 
2.2A.8).   The one anna good fi ne, others extremely fi ne - 
uncirculated, a rare group especially in this condition.  (5)   

 $2,250        

 4087* 
  World War II,   Prisoners of War Camp, Clement Town, one 
anna, undated, overprinted 'Clement Town' in black with 
vertical bar at left (Campbell 5150; Jhun.2.5.1).   Light centre 
fold, several faint creases, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare 
in this condition.    

 $500 

part

   4088* 
  World War II,   Prisoners of War Camp, Ramgarth, one anna, 
undated, overprinted 'Ramgarth' in black, overprinted 
'P.O.W. CAMP XX' on back with rubber stamp; one anna 
and two annas, without overstamp on back, all without 
vertical bar at left (Campbell 5291, 5292; Jhun.2.8A.1, 
2.8A.2).   Fine; uncirculated; extremely fi ne, all rare especially 
the fi rst note which appears to be unpublished for 'Camp 
XX'.  (3)  

 $1,200 

    

lot 4089
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 4089* 
  World War II,   Prisoners of War Camp, one anna, universalised 
issue with no camp name, undated, type without vertical bar 
at left (Campbell refers to these types as remainders but 
it is thought that they did see general circulation in some 
camps) (not listed by Campbell, Feller, Schwan/Boling or 
Jhunjhunwalla).   Very fi ne and rare.    

 $400 

    

 

 4090* 
  The Assam Company Ltd,   tea garden chits for Bamon 
Pookerie T.E. (Tea Estate), half anna, undated, No. BP 3791, 
pale blue and buff; one anna, 1937 (date on the coin), No. BP 
3489, green; four annas, undated, No. BP 2003, blue; eight 
annas, 1931 (date on the coin), No. BP 1278, red, all 96mm 
x 62mm (apparently all unpublished, see Jhunjhunwalla 
p449 for similar issues).   Extremely fi ne - uncirculated and 
very rare.  (4)  

 $1,000 

    

 

 4091* 
  The Assam Company Ltd,   tea garden chits for Doomur 
Dulling T.E. (Tea Estate), one anna, 1937 (date on the coin), 
No. DD 471, tangerine; four annas, undated, No. DD 963, 
blue; eight annas, 1931 (date on the coin), No. DD 818, 
grey, all 96mm x 62mm (Jhun.2.1.1, 2.1.3, 2.1.4).   Nearly 
uncirculated - uncirculated and very rare, especially in this 
condition.  (3)  

 $750 

    

 

lot 4092 following page
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 4092* 
  The Assam Company Ltd,   tea garden chits for Doomur 
Dulling T.E. (Tea Estate), half anna, undated, No. DD 2884, 
green; two annas, undated, No. DD 2776, grey; eight annas, 
1931 (date on the coin), No. DD 1517, blue, all 96mm 
x 62mm and all signed in facsimile with the Manager's 
signature, J.R.Clayton in blue ink (Jhun.2.1.2, 2.1.4).   First 
chit very good with stains (unpublished), others good fi ne; 
very fi ne and rare.  (3)  

 $500 

    

 

 4093* 
  The Assam Company Ltd,   tea garden chits for Lakmijan 
T.E. (Tea Estate), half anna, undated, No. L 995, tan; four 
annas, undated, No. L. 2802, blue; eight annas, 1931 (date 
on the coin), No. L 2497, pale yellow, all 96mm x 62mm 
(Jhun.2.2.1, others unlisted).   The half anna with some 
smudges on the back, otherwise extremely fi ne - uncirculated 
and very rare, the fi rst and third chit being unpublished.  
(3)  

 $750 

    

 

 4094* 
  Koliabur & Secanee Tea Company Limited,   tea garden chit 
(Kollabur), one pice (valid up to 31st December 1943), 
1st series, No. 8022, signed in facsimile by the Manager 
at the bottom, the words 'Begg Dunlop & Co Ltd' in the 
underprint in red, wording on back '1st Series/This token is 
valid only up to/31st December, 1943 and must/be presented 
for payment on/or before the above date', overprinted 1/4 
in red and an ink stamped date '30 Jun 1945?', printed on 
thick cream card, 57mm x 30mm.   Good very fi ne, apparently 
unpublished and very rare.   

 $150 

     

part

 4095* 
  Junagadh State,   World War II, cash coupons, undated (1943), 
for one paisa, No. 499253; two paisa, No. 700781; one 
anna, No. 768043, type with Urdu legend on back (P.S332, 
333, 334; Jhun.19A.1, 19A.2, 19A.3); Bundi State, cash 
coupon, four annas, undated, No. 9728 (P.S224; Jhun.8.3).   
First three fi ne - very fi ne, last with holes at right side and 
lower margin, otherwise extremely fi ne.  (4)  

 $50 
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   4096* 
  Fort St George (Madras),   1819, second of exchange for 'fi fty 
pounds sterling or sicca rupees 400', dated Fort St. George 
31st December 1819, No. 23 'to the Honorable the COURT 
of DIRECTORS for affairs of the Honorable the UNITED 
COMPANY of MERCHANTS of ENGLAND trading as 
East Indies in LONDON'.   Nearly very fi ne and very rare, a 
very early bill of exchange from Fort St George (Madras).    

 $750 

   

part 

 4097* 
  Madras,   second of exchange, 1823, for 841 pounds 
sterling, dated Madras, 14 August 1823, No. 150, payable 
fi ve months after sight; another, Madras, 1827, second of 
exchange for fi fty pounds sterling, dated Madras, 12th July 
1827, No. 1072, to Messers Coutts & Co, Bankers, London.   
Very fi ne; nearly very fi ne, both very rare.  (2)   

 $150 

   

part 

 4098* 
  Calcutta,   second of exchange, 1823, for fi ve hundred pounds, 
dated Calcutta, 25th November, 1823, No. 2187, payable 
twelve months after date; another, London, 1846, second of 
exchange for 5200 rupees, dated London, 4 August 1846, 
payable sixty days after sight, at the Bank of Madras.   Very 
fi ne and rare, especially the fi rst item.  (2)   

 $150 

   

part 

 4099* 
  North Western Bank of India,   Meerut, second of exchange 
for £86.5.0, dated 6th May 1847, payable four months 
after sight; The Mercantile Bank of India, London & China, 
Bombay, third of exchange, for £100 sterling, dated 1st Jany 
1851, payable six months after sight at London.   Good fi ne 
- very fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   

part 

 4100* 
  Commercial Bank of India,   Bombay, second of exchange 
for £50 dated 1st March 1859, payable at sight at London; 
another, Hong Kong, third of exchange for 20,000 rupees, 
dated 14 February, 1862, payable at Calcutta; another, 
Hong Kong, third of exchange, for 500 rupees, dated 14th 
March 1862, payable at three days after sight at Bombay; 
another, Bombay, second of exchange for £5000, dated 9th 
April 1866, payable at six months after sight at London.   
Fine - very fi ne and rare.  (4)  

 $150 
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part 

 4101* 
  Chartered Mercantile Bank of India,   London & China, 
Hong Kong, third of exchange for 10,000 rupees, dated 
17th Dec. 1861, payable at three days after sight at Calcutta; 
Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, Hong Kong, 
third of exchange, for 2390.10.6 rupees, dated 19th March 
1862, payable three days after sight at Calcutta; another, as 
previous for 2500 rupees, dated 14th March 1862, payable 
at Bombay; another for £90, dated 15th November 1906, 
payable at Madras; another, Amritsar, £20 sterling dated 
13th Feb. 1924, payable on demand at London.   Mostly very 
fi ne, the fi rst item rare.  (5)  

 $150 

   

part 

 4102* 
  Oriental Bank Corporation,   Bombay, second of exchange 
for £139.4.8, dated 7th March 1861, payable at three 
months sight at London; another, Bombay, £2596 sterling, 
dated 2nd December 1871, payable six months after sight 
at London; The London and Eastern Banking Corporation, 
Calcutta, second of exchange for £1000 sterling, dated 20th 
Sept. 1856, payable thirty days after sight at London; Agra 
Bank Limited, Shanghai, second of exchange for 1035.2.11 
rupees, dated 10th October 1871, payable three days after 
sight at Bombay.   First item with stain at top, otherwise 
mostly good fi ne.  (4)  

 $100 

   

part 

 4103* 
  National Bank of India,   London, second of exchange for 74.9 
rupees, dated 26th November 1912, payable on demand at 
Madras; cheques: Calcutta, 19.., unissued; another, Bombay, 
19.., unissued; another, Madras, 14 April 1952; another, 
Bank of Bengal, Calcutta, 18.., unissued; another, Oriental 
Bank Corporation, Calcutta, 18.., unissued; another, Bank 
of Madras, 18.., unissued; another, The Agra United Service 
Bank Limited, Calcutta, 18.., unissued; another, Messrs. 
Grindlay & Co, Calcutta, 186., unissued, overprinted 'Army 
Agents'.   Fine - extremely fi ne, several rare.  (9)  

 $100 

   4104 
  Manchester & Salford Bank,   Bombay, second of exchange 
for £1000, dated 28 April 1866, payable six months after 
sight; Balmer Lawrie & Co, second of exchange for £796.5.0, 
dated 25th September 1888, payable three months after 
sight; John Elliot & Sons, London, fi rst of exchange for 
1338 rupees, dated 15th June 1883, three days after sight at 
Bombay, a block of sixteen Queen Victoria one anna stamps 
attached to the back; Moosa C. Viera & Co, Hong Kong, 
second of exchange for 1214.2.2 rupees dated 18th Nov 
1905, three days after sight; another for 5100 rupees, 29th 
Dec 1906, at thirty days after sight at Bombay, last two with 
Hong Kong impressed duty stamps.   Fine - very fi ne.  (5)  

 $100 

   4105 
  Selection of Indian cheques,   including Bank of Madras, 
Madras 18.., unissued; The Chartered Bank of India, 
Australia & China, Bombay, 18.., unissued; Imperial Bank 
of India, Rajkot 19.., unissued; The Bank of India Limited, 
Kanpur 19.., unissued; The Model Bank of India Ltd, 
Cawnpore 19.., unissued; Messrs Incha Ram & Co, Bankers, 
Sialkote 19.., unissued; another, Umbala 19.., unissued; The 
Bank of Mysore, various issues (5); The State Bank of Datia 
(12); The Bank of Jaipur Limited (2); The Central Bank of 
India Ltd (6); other banks (6), all different; overseas banks 
issued in India (5), all different; second of exchange, Osaka, 
The Yokohama Specie Bank Ltd for 461 yen, dated 20 Jan. 
1937, payable thirty days at sight at Bombay; also documents 
(3).   Very good - very fi ne.  (47)  

 $100 

   4106 
  Bill of Lading,   Peary Chand Mittra and Sons, for 500 bags 
of rice and 500 bags of oats, shipped from river Hoogly, 
Calcutta, dated 8th March 1867 to Mauritius; another from 
L. Gandolphe, various goods shipped from Madras, dated 
18 November 1867 to Mauritius.   First missing small pieces 
from right corners, otherwise good fi ne and rare.  (2)  

 $100 
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   4107 
  The New Oriental Bank Corporation Limited,   share warrant, 
fully paid up share, No. 56523, issued at Calcutta, 14th 
September 1888.   Usual centre fold plus three staple holes, 
otherwise nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $100 

   4108 
  The New Oriental Bank Corporation Limited,   share warrant, 
fully paid up share No. 56124, issued at Calcutta, 7th August 
1888.   Usual centre fold and spindle hole, otherwise very fi ne 
- extremely fi ne.    

 $100 

   4109 
  Assam Tea Estates,   dividend warrants 1912 - 1913, Assam 
Estates Limited (2); The Cossipore Tea Company Limited; 
The Koyah Tea Company Limited; The Majagram Tea 
Company Limited; The Thanai Tea Company Limited; The 
Royal Flour Mills Co. Ltd, fi ve shares of 100 rupees for 
G.B.Parkinson of Bombay, dated 1st January 1886.   First six 
with two pin holes top left, fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne.  (7)  

 $50 

   

part 

 4110* 
  Savings certifi cates,   a large collection (1942 - 1978), includes 
various denominations (5 - 5000 rupees) and various dates, 
large size Post Offi ce 10 Year Defence Savings Certifi cate; 
National Savings Certifi cates (6); 7 Year National Savings 
Certifi cates (29); small size Post Offi ce National Savings 
Certifi cates (14); as previous, but '5 Year' Certifi cates (8); 
as previous but '7 Year' Certifi cates (8); as previous but '12 
Year' Certifi cates (7); Ten Year National Plan Certifi cates 
(10); Twelve Year National Defence Certifi cates (23).   Very 
good - very fi ne, mostly fi ne, a diverse collection.  (106)  

 $200 

   

part 

 4111* 
  Traveller's cheques,   State Bank of India, Calcutta, specimen 
fi fty rupees, 19.. (c1958), BA 000000 and one hundred 
rupees, 19.., CA 000000, both overprinted 'SPECIMEN' in 
red, offi cially hole cancelled six times.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $70 

   

part 

 4112* 
  Traveller's cheques,   Thomas Cook & Son (Continental 
and Overseas) Limited, Bombay, specimen fi fty rupees, 19.. 
(C1958), RA 000000 and one hundred rupees, 19.., RA 
000000, both overprinted 'SPECIMEN' twice and 'NO 
VALUE' all in red.   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $70 

   

part 

 4113* 
  Traveller's cheques,   Central Bank of India, fi fty rupees, 
Bombay, cashed 23 Nov 1974; another, later type, 'Central 
Offi ce, Bombay', specimen set of 1000, 2500 and 5000 
rupees, 000000, overprinted 'SPECIMEN' in black.   First 
with pin holes and two spindle holes, good very fi ne - 
uncirculated.  (3)   

 $80 

    

lot 4114 part (following page)
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 4114* 
  The Calcutta Tramways Company Limited,   meal coupon, 
Nonapuker Canteen, six annas, 1956; another, 1958; 
another, half anna, 1953.   Last with two rusty staple holes, 
otherwise extremely fi ne - uncirculated.  (3)  

 $80 

   

part 

 4115* 
  The Calcutta Tramways Company Limited,   meal coupon, 
Nonapuker Canteen, six annas, 1956, another 1958; Royal 
Calcutta Turf Club, Derby Sweepstake 1934, ten rupees, 
No. L 03186, conditions of sweepstake on back, printed by 
Waterlow & Sons, London; cash coupons, 'Bindu', Rajkot, 
ten paisa, 1970; another with Indian script 1970; another, 
Indian script 1971; Dinajpur, one pice, 1939, No. 8718 (last 
item a modern fantasy, see Jhunjhunwalla p376).   Mostly very 
fi ne - uncirculated.  (7)  

 $80 

    

 

part

 4116* 
  Khadi Hundi,   two rupees, two different types, all with 
various overstamps (6); another, ten rupees, cashed 2 Oct 
1955?; Kota, Rajastan, court fee, fi ve rupees, Bengal Khilafat 
Committee, Calcutta, lottery? tickets with the design of a 
1920 one rupee and a view of the Khaba in Mecca, printed 
by Albalagh Press, Calcutta; another, with rubber stamp 
signatures on back, (earlier? type in blue and yellow); Postal 
Order, twenty rupees, Madras, issued 19.9.1980; another, 
Postal Order - Payment Order, Delhi, dated 4.9.1971 for 82 
rupees & forty pence.   Second 'Mecca' lottery ticket cut in 
four and rejoined with tape, poor - extremely fi ne.  (12)  

 $80 

   4117 
  Hundis,   a collection from Queen Victoria, various values, 
two annas to six rupees (11); Edward VII, four annas to nine 
rupees (9); George V, two annas to nine rupees, including 
several overprinted with other values (11); George VI, two 
annas to ten annas (15); Republic, fi fty naye paise to ten 
rupees (7); court fees, Edward VII, George VI, Republic, 
United State of Saurashtra, Government of Madras (7).   A 
wide selection, a few tears, some holes, several repairs, mostly 
fi ne - very fi ne.  (60)  

 $200 
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   OTHER  PROPERTIES 

   4118 
  India,   British, one rupee stamp duty paper, fold over, top 
half with uniface one rupee design, printed by Thomas de la 
Rue and Company Limited, bottom half watermarked, on 
reverse with stamp of The Resident's Treasury, Bangalore, 
17 May 1919, and signed by the Treasurer on same date.   
Some toning, otherwise very fi ne.    

 $50 

    

 4119* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, one rupee, 1917, C/2 
No. 378226, signature M.M.S.Gubbay (P.1a; Jhun.1.1A).   
Spindle hole at left, tiny tears in top and right edges, 
otherwise very fi ne and scarce.   

 $600 

    

 4120* 
  India,   Government of India, ten rupees, 1 May 1920, AE/23 
20880, signature M.M.S.Gubbay (P.A10k; Jhun.2.4.1).   
Nearly uncirculated and rare thus.    

 $600 

    

 4121* 
  India,   Government of India, ten rupees, 31 March 
1920, ZD/44 36740, signature M.M.S.Gubbay (P.A10k; 
Jhun.2.4.1).   Two spindle holes and several pin holes, bank 
stamp on back, otherwise very fi ne.    

 $500 

    

 4122* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, ten rupees, undated, 
J/89 224953, J.B.Taylor signature (P.7b; Jhun.7.2).   Spindle 
hole, otherwise extremely fi ne or better.    

 $700 

    

 4123* 
  India,   Government of India, George V, ten rupees, undated, 
Q/2 518946, J.W.Kelly signature (P.16b; Jhun.8.2).   Staple 
hole, otherwise good extremely fi ne.    

 $500 
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 4124* 
  India,   Government of India, one thousand rupees, Bombay, 14 Augt. 1925, ME/45 14585, signature H.Denning (P.A19c; 
Jhun.7.2D.4).   Spindle hole at left, pin holes top left corner, otherwise good very fi ne - nearly extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $12,000 

lot 4125 part
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lot 4125

part

   4125* 
  India,   The Henry Archer Collection of designs for Indian 
and Hyderabad banknotes, 1928 - 1952, consisting of 
Reserve Bank of India, George VI, black and white, uniface 
photographs of proofs (14) for, one, two, two rupees 
eight annas, fi ve, ten, one hundred (two types), and one 
thousand rupees, plus various vignettes and photos of 
George VI, animals, dhows, the Ashoka Column, hand 
drawn sketches and memos (31); Hyderabad, uniface black 
and white photographs of proofs (12) for one, fi ve, ten, 
and one hundred rupees, plus photos of vignettes, memos 
(5), also black and white photographs of the pages from 
the inauguration ceremony brochure for the opening of the 
currency note press in 1928 (6).   Most photos of proofs show 
signs of being removed from a book or album, several small 
repairs, nearly all the other vignettes, photos and other items 
show no faults, mostly very fi ne - extremely fi ne.  (68)  

 $9,000 

 Ex William L.S. Barrett in 1985 (the second portion of the Archer Archive 
which was sold in two auctions in the UK, the fi rst portion went from Barrett 
to the British Museum in 1984).

Henry Archer was a designer, artist and engraver at India's Currency Note 
Press (CNP) Nasik (Road) from 1928 to 1952. During this period he prepared 
preliminary sketches, essays, proofs and fi nal designs for many of India's 
(and Hyderabad's) banknotes up to independence.

The collection contains sixty-eight items. Forty-fi ve from The Reserve Bank 
of India, seventeen from Hyderabad and six items relating to the Currency 
Note Press. The Reserve Bank of India section contains fourteen George 
VI, black and white uniface photographs of proofs, from one rupee to one 
thousand rupees. The Hyderabad section contains twelve black and white 
uniface photographs of proofs from one rupee to one hundred rupees. 
The collection also contains several hand drawn preliminary sketches, 
handwritten memos, eight actual size and enlarged photographic portraits 
of George VI and thirteen design vignettes from various notes, of animals, 
dhows and the Ashoka Column.

Continued following page
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Footnote to lot 4125 continued

The highlights include proposed front and back designs for a George VI 
two rupees eight annas and a one hundred rupees, with facing portrait of 
George VI and two elephants in the central vignette on the back (see Jhun. 
type 10.2, page 169 and type 10.3, page 170). The Hyderabad notes include 
front and back designs for a one rupee with signature of Mehdi Yar Jung 
(Jhun.2.1 - previously only reported), the back of the large size fi ve rupees 
type which was never issued (Jhun.7.1R) plus a number of partly fi nished 
ten and one hundred rupees.

The earliest item in the collection is a large hand drawn preliminary pencil 
sketch of the front and back of a design for a one? rupee with considerable 
additional information regarding size, number of sheets and number of 
notes. Both one rupee and two rupees eight annas are mentioned. Also a 
preliminary sketch for a one rupee made in 1935 (both signed by Archer 
at a later date). The latest are two different enlarged copies of the stylised 
Ashoka Pillar (Column) used for the Republic issues.  

The following fourteen items are all Reserve Bank of India, George VI, black 
and white uniface photographs of printed proofs:  1-2 Two Rupees, portrait of 
George VI, facing left, J.B. Taylor signature. CNP Specimen logo at left. Front 
and back as fi nal design for issued note (P.17a; Jhun.2.1).  3-4 Two rupees 
eight annas, portrait of George VI, facing left, CNP Specimen logo at left and 
J.B. Taylor signature. Eleven lines of Indian script on back. Proposed design, 
never issued (P.-; Jhun.10.2).  5-6 Five rupees, portrait of George VI facing, 
C.D. Deshmukh signature, front and back as fi nal design for issued note 
(P.23; Jhun.4).  7 Ten rupees, back only with sailing dhow in centre as fi nal 
design for issued note (P.24; Jhun.6.1R).  8-9 One hundred rupees, portrait 
of George VI facing left, CNP Specimen logo at left, J.B. Taylor signature, 
Calcutta top centre. Back with tiger in centre. Front and back as fi nal design 
for issued note.  10-11 One hundred rupees, George VI facing portrait, C.D. 
Deshmukh signature. Back, two elephants in centre. These proposed designs 
were not issued (P.-; Jhun.10.3O, 10.3R) although a similar back design of 
the two elephants was used at a later stage on a Republic one hundred rupees 
(P.41; Jhun.7.1). The basic front design was also used with some changes 
(portrait of George VI replaced by Ashoka Pillar), some different titles and 
signature.  12 One thousand rupees, back with view of mountains. Back as 
fi nal design for issued note (P.21; Jhun.8.1BR).  13-14 One rupee, George 
VI, front and back uniface hand coloured essays, C.E. Jones signature. S. 
No. N/99 000000. Proposed colours have been hand written in the top and 
bottom margins on the front. The watermark of the King has been outlined 
by a series of dots - see (Jhun.10.1O, 10.1R) for a similar piece.  

Other items include a large pencil sketch of the proposed layout for the 
George V 1935 rupee? or two rupees eight annas. The sketch shows front 
and back of a rough design S. No. Y/20 000000, surrounded by other 
small geometric designs and information relating to size (3-7/8&#8220; x 
2-1/8&#8220;) numbers to be printed (Rs.1/-, Rs.2/8), paper (numbers per 
sheet; numbers of sheets), numbers to be printed daily. Signed by Archer 
lower right at a later date. Both designs show two circles (left and right for 
the King's portrait and the watermark) with a crowned GRI cypher in the 
centre and serial number below on one design.  

Another pencil sketch (265mm x 200mm) by Archer shows Two Indian 
Buck. The title to this sketch is 'Back of Rs 5'. At a later date, Archer has 
added the words 'In 1936/7 I made this pencil sketch at the London Zoo. 
When designing the Rs.5 in India I put these Indian Buck on the reverse, 
signed by Archer lower right. There is also a black and white photograph 
of the completed vignette. See (P.23; Jhun.4.2R) for the fi nal design on the 
fi ve rupees.  

One of the memos addressed to the engraver(s) Archer and H.W. Barr, dated 
10/9/34 is entitled 'Note Designs for Reserve Bank'. It stated 'Although not 
defi nitely settled that Reserve Bank will have their notes printed here, it is 
highly probable that they will, and that the C.N.P. will remain a Govt. of 
India concern acting in a close liaison with the bank. It is unlikely that the 
bank will employ an outsider to design their notes and we must therefore 
be prepared to produce designs at short notice.....' The memo goes on to 
state that the King's head would appear on the notes and that they should 
provide preliminary designs for 5, 10, 100, 1000 and 10,000 rupees during 
the next six months.  

As an artist, engraver and designer, Archer was also involved in designing 
notes for Hyderabad, Ceylon, Nepal, Gulf Rupees, (Indian charity notes), 
probably Pakistan, Burma and the fi rst post independence Indian issues.

HYDERABAD  

Archer was involved in designing the Hyderabad notes produced at Nasik. 
The collection contains twelve black and white uniface photographs of proofs 
as follows:  1-2 One rupee, uniface front and back. With signature of Mehdi 
Yar Jung (1939). Type as (P.S271; Jhun.2.1). A note written by Archer at a 
later date states 'I made a memo then that the (this) Re1 (one rupee) was not 
issued, thus making this note extremely rare'. Jhunjhunwalla states that it 
has been reported but not confi rmed (page 294).  3 Five rupees (small size), 
front design (no under print) with signature of Fakhr Yar Jung (1936-1938 
and 1940-41) with CNP Specimen logo top right. 4 Five rupees, front design 
(under print). These two notes make up the fi nal front design as (PS.273; 
Jhun.6.1).  5 Five rupees (large size), back type with design of fi ve one rupee 
coins but no under print (similar to Jhun.7.1R).  6 Ten rupees, front design 
(no under print or tint) signature of Fakhr Yar Jung (1936-1938 and 1940-41) 
with CNP Specimen logo top right. 7 Ten rupees, front design (under print). 
These two notes make up the fi nal front design as (P.S274; Jhun.9.1AO).  8 
Ten rupees, front design, signature of Liaquat Jung (1945-1947), with CNP 
Specimen logo top right. 9 Ten rupees, back design. These two notes make up 
the fi nal design as (P.S274; Jhun 9.4).  10 One hundred rupees, front design 
(no under print), signature of Fakhr Yar Jung (1936-1938 and 1940-1941) 
with CNP Specimen logo to right. 11 One hundred rupees, front design 
(under print). 12 One hundred rupees, back design. These three notes (10, 
11, 12) make up the fi nal designs as (P.S275; Jhun.11.1).  

Also in the Hyderabad collection is a hand written memo asking Archer to 
'Pl(ease) come over and see me in CNP (Currency Note Printing) Offi ce re 
Hyderabad notes. 11.15am', initialled (and dated) ??/6/36. Another memo 
(reduced photograph) states 'Please bring up to my S.P.I. offi ce the proof of 
the Rs.10/- (ten rupees) Hyderabad note'. Initialled 4/6/5 (4-6-1935). On 
a black and white photograph of the Hyderabad coat of arms, Archer has 
written (later in life) 'Stylised coat of arms by (signed T.I. Archer)'.  

In his old age, Archer wrote on small pieces of paper, additional descriptions 
and information about some of the items in the collection. These have been 
kept with the collection. A small photograph of a drawing (self portrait?) 
of a smiling Archer is included in the collection. He has added the words 
'1928-1952/T.I. Archer/Designer'in three lines. Jhunjhunwalla refers to 
him as Henry Archer (page 168) although many of the memos etc appear 
to have the initials 'T.I. Archer'. The collection also contains a set of three 
charity notes (Kadi) with the portrait of Gandhi at right. All are signed 'Mr 
T.I. Archer' at lower left.  

There are also black and white photographs of the cover and the next two 
pages of the special 'Inauguration Ceremony' brochure for the opening of 
the currency press on 14th April 1928. Also photographs of the special ten 
rupees specimen note that was included in the brochure.  

Referring to the starting of the note printing press by Sir Nath Mitra, Archer 
states the banknote sheets 'were cut and given to guests - about 200 sheets'. 
On the photograph of the ten rupee he has written 'existing design from de 
la Rues from London 1928' There is also a photo (damaged) of Sir George 
Willis, the former Master, India Security Press.  

Some of the uniface banknote proof designs have the word 'top' written in 
pencil on the back. Most of them show signs on the back of being removed 
from a book or photo album. The front of the two rupees has three letters 
written in blue crayon? and a small hole has been repaired. The front of 
the 100 rupees has a vertical tear on the right margin which has also been 
repaired on the back with tape. The front top left corner of the one rupee 
is missing due to its removal from a book. The back has been repaired with 
tape on the left margin. Most of the Hyderabad photos of proofs also show 
signs on the back of being removed from a book or album.  
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   4126 
  India,   George VI, Government of India, C.E.Jones, one rupee, 
1940 serial prefi x A/91, 97; C/19 (pair); C/26 (16, inclding 
pair); C/32 (P.25a) black serials.   Fine - extremely fi ne.  (21)  

 $150 

   4127 
  India,   George VI, Government of India, one rupee 1940, 
C.E.Jones, D/96 025851 (P.25b) red serial.   Some foxing on 
corners, otherwise good fi ne and scarce.   

 $200 

    

 4128* 
  India,   George VI, Reserve Bank of India, five rupees, 
undated (1943), D/84 463211/2 consecutive pair, red serials, 
signature C.D.Deshmukh (P.23b; Jhun.4.2).   Staple holes at 
left as usual, otherwise uncirculated and rare, especially as 
a pair.  (2)   

 $2,000 

   4129 
  India,   George VI, Reserve Bank of India, ten rupees, C.D. 
Deshmukh, B/87 497134/5 (P.24) consecutive pair.   Toned, 
nearly extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $250 

   4130 
  India,   George VI, Reserve Bank of India, C.D.Deshmukh, 
ten rupees (1943) B/87 497129/30 (P.24) consecutive pair.   
Spindle holes on left, good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $200 

   4131 
  India,   Republic, Reserve Bank, one hundred rupees, undated 
(1957-62) AB/12 151103, AB/62 820817, signature 
P.C.Bhattacharyya (P.44; Jhun.7.4.2).   Spindle holes and pin 
holes at left, the fi rst with small bank stamp on back and 
'10' in pen on front, the second with heavy bank stamp and 
pen mark on front, otherwise fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

   NEW  ZEALAND  BANKNOTES  

TRADING BANK ISSUES   

 

 4132* 
  The Bank of Australasia,   second issue, proof fi fty pounds, 
uniface, Dunedin, [here or at] Wellington, undated, imprint 
of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel 
Plate, 'from this' added in pencil in Manager area at the 
bottom and with seven ink crosses on front (Robb B.371; 
L.404; P.S115).   Creases and discolouration on front, glue 
stains on back with thinning of paper, otherwise good very 
fi ne.   

 $1,400 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2233) and 
Perkins Bacon Archive. 

    

 4133* 
  Bank of New South Wales,   uniform issue, one pound, 
Wellington, 1st July 1933, F632709, without 'Sterling', 
imprint of Charles Skipper & East Ltd, London (Robb 
C.821[10.aii]; L.434; P.S162).   A crisp note, minor graffi ti 
on back and front, very fi ne and very rare.   

 $2,600 

 Robb notes that only four examples of this type are known in private 
hands, with a further four in institutions.  Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 90 
(lot 2551). 
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 4134* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   sixth issue, specimen one pound, 
Wellington No.D100001/D200000 (Robb D.621; L.455; 
P.S12) encircled 27.4.1909 top margin, SPECIMEN 
perforated in signature reverse imprint of Bradbury & Co 
Engraving London.   Perforated wide left margin, uncirculated 
and rare.   

 $1,500 

 Ex Bradbury Wilkinson Archive. 

    

 4135* 
  Bank of New Zealand,   seventh issue, specimen five 
pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1918, discordant serials 
No.260001 and No.360000, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson 
& Co. Ld. London, printed date, text and fi gures on back, 
CANCELLED perforated at bottom, '0/3490 15.5.18' 
written in pen at top (Robb D.471; L.461; P.S227).   Nearly 
uncirculated and rare.   

 $1,750 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2252). 

    

 

 4136* 
  The Bank of Otago Limited,   fi fty pounds, front and back 
black and white uniface trials on card, Dunedin, 186. No., 
front with imprint of Batho & Co. London, and 'Sept 4.1863' 
written in pencil at bottom (Robb -; L.-; P.S-).   Both with 
glue marks on back corners, extremely fi ne and rare, a fi fty 
pounds being unrecorded from this bank.  (2)  

 $2,800 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2260) and 
Bonhams London July 2007, Sale 14914 (lot 326).  

   4137 
  The Colonial Bank of New Zealand,   second of exchange for 
£58.13.4 sterling, London (to Dunedin), 30th Jany 1893.   
Corner cut off left bottom, otherwise good very fi ne.   

 $100 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2263).  

    

 4138* 
  National Bank of New Zealand,   uniform issue, one pound, 
Wellington, 1st August 1930, H 166405, imprint of Perkins, 
Bacon & Co Ltd., London (Robb J.82; L.512; P.S317).   
Good fi ne.   

 $500 
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   RESERVE  BANK  OF  NEW  ZEALAND  ISSUES  

    

 4139* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, letter only, Y 
949987 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Several creases and 
folds, good colour, crisp original condition, nearly extremely 
fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $1,500 

    

 4140* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 1Y 
308204 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Several folds, vibrant 
colour, crisp original condition, nearly extremely fi ne and 
rare in this condition.   

 $1,500 

    

 4141* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, letter only, 
Z 395528 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Vertical folds, 
otherwise natural extremely fi ne.    

 $1,000 

    

 4142* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 
1Z 189435 (Robb R 112; L.602; P.154).   Nearly extremely 
fi ne.   

 $700 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2286). 

   4143 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, letter only, Z 
390271 (Robb R.111; L.602; P.154).   Three heavy vertical 
folds wearing through, good body, good fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2284). 

    

 4144* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, letter only, Y 
250787 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Good very fi ne and 
scarce in this condition.   

 $650 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2283) and 
Sale 90 (lot 2596). 

    

 4145* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 1Y 
359589 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Two ink smudges, fl at, 
good very fi ne.   

 $500 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2285). 
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 4146* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 1Y 
359925 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Very fi ne.    

 $500 

    

 4147* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 
6Z 232625 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Two pin holes, 
otherwise very fi ne.   

 $400 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2291). 

    

 4148* 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 
9Z 350000 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Flattened, small 
ink stain and a pin hole, otherwise good fi ne and a rare 
number.   

 $350 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2294). 

   4149 
  L.Lefeaux,   ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 
2Z 583104 (Robb R.112; L.602; P.154).   Many creases and 
folds, nearly fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2287). 

    

 4150* 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number letter, 7B 
234049 (Robb R.122; L.604; P.155).   Nearly uncirculated 
and rare in this condition.   

 $850 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2309). 

    

 4151* 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number letter, 3A 
806135 (Robb R.122; L.604; P.155).   Extremely fi ne or better 
and rare as such.   

 $1,100 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2302). 

    

 4152* 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number number 
letter, 12B 934581 (Robb R.123; L.604; P.155).   Creases and 
folds, good body, good very fi ne.   

 $420 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2313) and 
Sale 90 (lot 2600). 
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 4153* 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number letter, 2B 
078000 (Robb R.122; L.604; P.155).   Nearly very fi ne and 
an interesting serial number.   

 $420 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2304). 

    

 4154* 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number letter, 8B 
165143 (Robb R.122; L.604; P.155).   Good very fi ne.   

 $350 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2310). 

    

 4155* 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number number 
letter, 11B 709584 (Robb R.123; L.604; P.155).   Flattened, 
nearly very fi ne.   

 $240 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2312). 

   4156 
  L.Lefeaux,   one pound, 1st August 1934, number letter, 
1A 915767, 4A 741734, 5A 794779 (Robb R.122; L.604; 
P.155).   Fine - very fi ne.  (3)  

 $700 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2300). 

   4157 
  L.Lefeaux,   fi ve pounds, 1st August 1934, letter only, K 
811565 (Robb R.141; L.605; P.156).   Good extremely fi ne.   

 $1,200 

    

 4158* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), specimen ten shillings, number 
over letter, 2/H 000000 (Robb R.211b; L.608; P.158a) 
CANCELLED in preforated latters diagonally, SPECIMEN 
faintly on lower margin at right, printer's instructions on top 
margin dated June '44.   Uncirculated and very rare.   

 $700 

    

 4159* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), specimen one pound, number 
over letter, 2/N 000000 (Robb R.211b; L.611; P.159a) 
CANCELLED in perforated letters diagonally, SPECIMEN 
as before, printer's instructions in top margin dated Sept. 
1942.   Uncirculated and very rare.    

 $900 

    

 4160* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), one pound, number over letter, 
2/L 354843 (Robb 221b; L.611; P.159a).   Virtually 
uncirculated.    

 $200 
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   4161 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), one pound, letter over date, H/52 
541594 and L/52 188622 (Robb R.222b; L.612; P.159a).   
Extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $100 

    

 4162* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), fi ve pounds, number over letter, 0/V 
098197 (Robb R.241b; L.614; P.160a).   Good extremely 
fi ne.   

 $200 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2340). 

   

part 

 4163* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), fi ve pounds, number over letter, 
4/V 803195 (Robb R.241b; L.614; P.160a); also G. Wilson 
(1955-56), ten shillings, number letter, OK 474322, last 
prefi x (Robb R.215; L.618; P.158b).   Extremely fi ne; good 
very fi ne.  (2)   

 $180 

    

 4164* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), ten pounds, number over letter, 0/F 
653662, fi rst serial prefi x (Robb R.251; L.615; P.161a).   
Good very fi ne.   

 $470 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2346).  

    

 4165* 
  T.P.Hanna,   (1940-55), fi fty pounds, type 2, number over 
letter, 0/U 296392 (Robb R.271b; L.616; P.162a).   Good 
extremely fi ne and rare in this condition.   

 $2,800 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2352). 

    

 4166* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), specimen ten shillings, letter over 
number, B/3 000000 (R R.214; L.617; P.158b) CANCELLED 
in perforated letters diagonally, dated 29.6.54.   Uncirculated 
and very rare.   

 $800 

   4167 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), ten shillings, letter over number, A/8 
130482 (Robb R.214; L.617; P.158b).   Flattened of folds 
and creases, very fi ne.   

 $50 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2353). 

   4168 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), ten shillings, letter over number, A/6 
054502 (Robb R.214; L.617; P.158b), processed on the 
front causing fading to serial numbers but still crisp;  S.T. 
Russell (1985-89), two dollar error notes, three letters, ELZ 
575998/9, consecutive pair with purple ink spill at right 
on front, left on back (Robb R.423; P.170b); R.L. Knight 
(1975-77), fi ve dollars, three numbers, 143 990910 partial 
ink fadeout on front during intaglio printing phase (Robb 
R.334; L.660; P.165c); S.T. Russell (1985-89), twenty dollar 
error notes, three letters, TEH 052498/9 consecutive pair, 
with fade out of the third digit '4' of the serial numbers 
on both notes (Robb R.453; P.173b); D.L. Wilks (1968-
75), one dollar, letter number number, J09 219027; S07 
037276 (Robb R.314; P.163b; L.642).   Nearly uncirculated 
- uncirculated.  (8)  

 $300 

 Ex Robb Family Collection. 
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 4169* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), specimen one pound, number over 
letter, 0/K 000000, de la Rue & Co Ltd, 'SPECIMEN/NO 
VALUE' lozenges in black, top left and bottom right corners 
both sides, 'Specimen No. 10' in bottom margin on front 
(Robb R.225; L.620; P.159b).   Remnants of glue marks at 
right margin on back, extremely fi ne or better and a rare 
0/K specimen.   

 $2,500 

    

 4170* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), specimen one pound, letter over number, 
J/4 000000 (Robb R.224; L.619; P.159b) CANCELLED in 
perforated letters diagonally, dated 22.6.53.   Folds, margin 
fl icks, otherwise good extremely fi ne and very rare.   

 $700 

   

part 

 4171* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), one pound, three numbers, 005 
116084 [illustrated], 010 934071 (Robb R.226; L.621; 
P.159b).   Good extremely fi ne; fl attened, good very fi ne.  (2)  

 $280 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2356). 

   4172 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), one pound, three numbers, 010 540914 
(Robb R.226; L.621; P.159b).   Virtually uncirculated.    

 $150 

    

 4173* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), specimen five pounds, number 
over letter, 6/W 000000 (Robb R.242; L.622; P.160b) 
CANCELLED in perforated letters diagonally, dated 22.6.53.   
Uncirculated and very rare.    

 $1,400 

    

 4174* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), five pounds, number over letter, 
7/W 602562 (Robb R.242; L.622; P.160b).   Virtually 
uncirculated.   

 $350 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2361). 

    

 4175* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), fi ve pounds, number over letter, 9/V 
877083/4, consecutive pair (Robb R.242; L.622; P.160b).   
Good extremely fi ne.  (2)  

 $420 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2358).  
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 4176* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), fi ve pounds, letter number, A5 347357, 
last serial prefix (Robb R.243; L.623; P.160b).   Nearly 
extremely fi ne.   

 $140 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2365). 

    

 4177* 
  G.Wilson,   (1955-56), specimen fi fty pounds, number over 
letter, 0/U 000000 (Robb R.272; L.626; P.162b), SPECIMEN/
NO VALUE de la Rue medallions in opposite corners both 
sides, no punch hole cancellations, SPECIMEN NO 22 in 
lower left margin.   Piece missing top left corner, glue marks 
at right on back, otherwise extremely fi ne and rare.    

 $1,200 

   4178 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), ten shillings, with security 
thread, number next to letter, 9L 764410; one pound, with 
security thread, three numbers, 183 603264; fi ve pounds, 
with security thread, number number letter, 12L 970590 
(Robb R.217b, 228, 246; L.628, 629, 631; P.158-160d).   
Uncirculated; extremely fi ne; uncirculated.  (3)   

 $120 

   4179 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), with security thread, ten shillings, 
number letter 9L 013046 (P.158d), one pound, three 
numbers 283 006355, 285 183751 (P.159d) (2), fi ve pounds, 
number letter 12B 441515 (P.160d); USA, Federal Reserve, 
two dollars, series 1976 (P.461), fi ve dollars, series 1963A 
(P.444b).   Fine - very fi ne.  (6)  

 $50 

    

 4180* 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), specimen one pound, three 
numbers, 245 000000 (Robb R.228; L.629; P.159d) 
with security thread, CANCELLED in perforated letters 
diagonally, dated 29.7.64.   Uncirculated and very rare.    

 $900 

   4181 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), ten pounds, with security thread, 
letter letter, AH 003775 (Robb 256a; L.633; P.161d).   
Flattened, extremely fi ne.   

 $140 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2392). 

   4182 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), ten pounds, without security 
thread, number letter, 6F 982294, fi rst serial prefi x (Robb 
R.254; L.632; P.161c).   Slightly stained on back, otherwise 
extremely fi ne.   

 $120 

   4183 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), ten pounds, without security 
thread, number letter, 8F 120743 (Robb R.254; L.632; 
P.161c).   Slight foxing, good very fi ne.   

 $100 

   4184 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1956-67), ten pounds, without security 
thread, letter letter, AL 976075 (Robb R.255; L.633; P.161c).   
Small nick in top margin, otherwise extremely fi ne.   

 $70 

    

 4185* 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1967-68), one hundred dollars, letter, G 
240548 (Robb R.381; L.641; P.168a).   Extremely fi ne.   

 $480 

 Ex David Hope Collection. 
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   4186 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1967-68), one hundred dollars, letter, G 
126309 (Robb R.381; L.641; P.168a).   Flattened of folds, 
nearly very fi ne.   

 $380 

   4187 
  R.N.Fleming,   (1967-68) to Alan Bollard, (2004-), one 
dollar to fi fty dollars, the balance of a collection, includes 
star replacement notes, consecutive pairs, and higher 
denominations, many scarce issues.   Extremely fine - 
uncirculated, all housed on Vario sheets in an album.  (86)  

 $1,800 

    

 4188* 
  D.L.Wilks,   (1968-75), one dollar Y90 476916*/20*, fi ve 
consecutive star replacement notes (Robb R.315; L.645; 
P.163b).   Virtually uncirculated and very rare as such.  (5)    

 $3,000 

    

 4189* 
  D.L.Wilks,   (1968-75), two dollars, star replacement note, 
number letter number, 9Y0 745188* (Robb R.323; L.647; 
P.164b).   Nearly uncirculated.   

 $400 

    

 4190* 
  D.L.Wilks,   (1968-75), ten dollars, L7 269609/10 consecutive 
pair (Robb R.342; L.650; P.166b).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $300 

   4191 
  D.L.Wilks,   (1968-75), ten dollars, letter number, S0 
838923/4 consecutive pair, number number letter, 11J 
789817/8 consecutive pair (Robb R.342, 344; L.650, 652; 
P.166b).   Nearly uncirculated.  (4)  

 $220 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2408).  

   4192 
  D.L.Wilks,   (1968-75), twenty dollars, star replacement 
note, letter letter, YJ 024496* (Robb R.353; L.655; P.167b).   
Flattened, good fi ne.   

 $100 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2454). 

    

 

 4193* 
  R.L.Knight,   (1975-77), error one dollars, letter number 
number, two notes with mis-matched serial numbers, Y14 
614486/7 on the fi rst note and Y14 614496/7 on the second 
note (Robb R.316; L.656; P.163c).   Nearly uncirculated.  
(2)  

 $400 
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 4194* 
  R.L.Knight,   (1975-77), two dollars de la Rue specimen note, 
number letter number, 2C5 000000 overprinted SPECIMEN 
diagonally across the note in red and oval overprints in two 
corners, hole cancelled, and numbered 012, (Robb R.324; 
L.658, P.164c). Adhesive mark and stain on back along left 
margin where originally mounted in a specimen book.   Nearly 
extremely fi ne and very rare, the only example recorded by 
de Young (p21).   

 $500 

 Ex Spink Australia Sale 21 (lot 2025) and Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 
3130, The Ross Meads Collection).  

    

 4195* 
  R.L.Knight,   (1975-77), five dollars Thomas de la Rue 
specimen note, three numbers, 095 000000 overprinted 
SPECIMEN diagonally across the note in red and oval 
overprints in two corners, hole cancelled, and numbered 
018, (Robb R.334; L.660; P.165c).   Nearly uncirculated the 
only known published recorded example, as noted by de 
Young (p26).   

 $800 

    

 4196* 
  H.R.Hardie,   (1977-81), type I, ten dollars, number 
number letter, 32H 600000 (Robb R.349a; L.673; P.166d).   
Uncirculated, a rare round number.   

 $180 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2460).  

    

 4197* 
  H.R.Hardie,   (1977-81), type I, error twenty dollars, letter 
letter, HS 835893, missing simultan printing phase on back 
(Robb R.356; L.675; P.167d).   Good very fi ne, a spectacular 
error.   

 $600 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2477).  

   

lot 4198 part
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4198* 
  H.R.Hardie,   (1981-85), type II, specimen set of one, two, 
fi ve, ten and twenty dollars, three letters, AAA, EAA, JAA, 
NAA, TAA, all numbered 000000, fi rst serial prefi xes, 
large SPECIMEN in red (black, on fi ve and twenty) above 
signature and in smaller letters below top serial numbers 
and above bottom serial numbers, SPECIMEN perforated at 
both ends of notes (Robb R.411, 421, 431, 441, 451; P.169a 
- 173a).   Uncirculated and rare.  (5)   

 $4,000 

    

 4199* 
  H.R.Hardie,   (1981-85), type II, specimen ten dollars, three 
numbers, NAA 000000, fi rst serial prefi x, large SPECIMEN 
in red above signature and in smaller letters below top 
serial number and above bottom serial number, SPECIMEN 
perforated at both ends of note (Robb R.441; P.172a).   
Virtually uncirculated and rare.   

 $700 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2280).  

   4200 
  S.T.Russell,   (1985-89), two dollars, three letters, EJB, EJC, 
EJB, consecutive pairs and runs (Robb R.423; P.170b).   
Uncirculated.  (101)  

 $500 
   4201 
  S.T.Russell,   (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NMM 
and NXK, various pairs and runs (Robb R.443; P.172b).   
Uncirculated.  (35)   

 $850 

   4202 
  S.T.Russell   (1985-89), ten dollars, three letters, NMM 
104001/100, one hundred consecutive notes (Robb R.443; 
P.172b).   Uncirculated.  (100)   

 $2,500 

    

 

 4203* 
  S.T.   Russell, (1985-89), error twenty dollars, serial numbers 
totally omitted from the front, TDC 237962, TDC 307962 
and 962 printed at an angle on the back (Robb R.453; 
P.173b).   Virtually uncirculated and rare.    

 $550 

   4204 
  S.T.Russell,   (1985-89), twenty dollars, three letters, 
TEK 195012/91, broken runs (Robb R.453; P.173b).   
Uncirculated.  (60)  

 $2,400 

   4205 
  S.T.Russell,   (1985-89), one hundred dollars, three letters, 
YAD 658438 (Robb R.472; P.175b).   A 2mm tear in bottom 
margin, otherwise good extremely fi ne.   

 $150 

   4206 
  D.T.Brash,   (1992-93), type II, fi ve dollars, letter letter, AF; 
ten dollars, letter letter, ES consecutive pair; twenty dollars, 
letter letter, GR consecutive pair (Robb R.531, 544, 553; 
P.177, 182, 183).   Uncirculated.  (5)  

 $70 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2428).  

   4207 
  D.T.Brash,   (1993-99), ten dollars, ZZ 130752/3 (Robb 
R.533; P.178a) consecutive pair of replacement notes.   
Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $200 

   4208 
  D.T.Brash,   (1993-94), ten dollars, uncut sheet of forty notes, 
letter letter AA 001124 (P.178c), only 200 sheets issued.   
Uncirculated.    

 $450 
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   4209 
  D.T.Brash,   (1990), ten dollars, packaged single note, BBB 
019392 (P.176); ten dollars, D.T.Brash (1993-1994) uncut 
block of four, AA 009687-012687 (P.178c); ten dollars, 
D.T.Brash (2000 Millennium special issue) uncut pair, red 
serial numbers NZ 00 197891/206891 (P.CS190b); fi ve 
dollars, D.T.Brash (1992-1993) uncut block of four, AA 
017025-021525 (P.177b).   Uncirculated.  (4)  

 $100 

   4210 
  D.T.Brash,   (1992-94), twenty dollars, uncut sheet of forty 
notes, letter letter AA 001191 (P.179b), only 200 sheets 
issued.   Uncirculated.    

 $850 

   4211 
  D.T.Brash,   (1992-2000), fi fty dollars, red serials on back, 
ADCE O25082 (P.CS180).   Uncirculated, one of 3000 issued 
in 1995.    

 $70 

   4212 
  D.T.Brash,   (1999-2004), type IV, polymer, fi ve dollars, letter 
letter, CD; twenty dollars, letter letter, AA 02, CB 02; one 
hundred dollars, CA 99 557109; Alan Bollard (2003-), fi ve 
dollars, letter letter, AJ 03; ten dollars (3), letter letter, CC 06 
444 144, CD 06 444 414 and 444 414 (Robb R.631, 651, 
671, 632, 642; P.185, 187, 189, 186b).   Uncirculated.  (8)  

 $140 

 Ex Martyn Cole Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 97 (lot 2430).  

   4213 
  D.T.Brash,   (1999-2003), fi ve dollars, uncut sheet of forty 
notes, letter letter date, AA 99 001030 (P.CS185b), only 150 
sheets issued.   Uncirculated.   

 $250 

 See lots 4214-4217 for matching serial numbers.  

   4214 
  D.T.Brash,   (1999-2004), ten dollars, uncut sheet of forty 
notes, letter letter date, AA 99 001030 (P.CS186b), only 150 
sheets issued.   Uncirculated.   

 $450 

 See lots 4213, 4215-4217 for matching serial numbers.  

   4215 
  D.T.Brash,   (1999-2004), twenty dollars, uncut sheet of forty 
notes, letter letter date, AA 99 001030 (P.CS187a), only 150 
sheets issued.   Uncirculated.   

 $850 

 See lots 4213-4214 and 4216-4217 for matching serial numbers.  

   4216 
  D.T.Brash,   (2000-2004), fi fty dollars, uncut sheet of forty 
notes, letter letter date, AA 99 001030 (P.CS188b), only 100 
sheets issued.   Uncirculated.   

 $2,100 

 See lots 4213-4215 and 4217 for matching serial numbers.  

   4217 
  D.T.Brash,   (1999-2004), one hundred dollars, uncut sheet 
of twenty eight notes, letter letter date, AA 99 001030 
(P.CS189b), only 100 sheets issued.   Uncirculated.   

 $3,000 

 See lots 4213-4216 for matching serial numbers.  

    

 4218* 
  D.T.Brash,   (2000), polymer Millennium issue, error ten 
dollars, letter letter, NZ 00 730618 and NZ 00 730918, 
mis-matched red serial numbers on the third to last digit 
(Robb R.643; P.190b).   Uncirculated.   

 $380 

   WORLD  BANKNOTES 

   4219 
  Angola,   one thousand escudos, 1956 issue (P.87); another 
one thousand kwanzas 1987 issue (P.121b).   Very fi ne.  (2)  

 $40 

   4220 
  Bosnia and Herzegovina,   Narodna Banka Bosne I 
Hercegovine, first provisional issue, handstamp on 
Yugoslavia (P.110), one thousand dinaras, undated (1992) 
(P.2b).   Virtually uncirculated.  (2)   

 $50 

   4221 
  Bosnia and Herzegovina,   second provisional issue, Novcani 
Bon, handstamp in blue for Visoko, one hundred dinaras, 
1992, No. 795781/3, three consecutive notes (P.6f1).   
Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $30 

   4222 
  Burma,   George VI, Reserve Bank of India, (1938) fi ve rupees 
(P.4) ten rupees (P.5) (2).   Very fi ne.  (3)  

 $70 

    

 4223* 
  Burma,   Reserve Bank of India, George VI, one hundred 
rupees, undated (1939) A/1 586966 (P.6).   Several pin holes, 
heavy centre fold frayed at edges, graffi ti and numbers 
stamped on back, very good and rare.   

 $800 
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   4224 
  Burma,   George VI, Military Administration, one rupee 
(1945), prefi xes C/86-8, 91, 94-5, 97; D/3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 18, 
20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 33, 45, 46, 48, 50, 55, 59; E/43, 51, 53; 
K/29, 30 (2), 31, 33, 34, 36-8, 42, 49, 66; Q/21 (P.25b).   Very 
good - extremely fi ne.  (41)  

 $100 

   4225 
  Burma,   Burma Currency Board, George VI, (1947) fi ve 
rupees, pair (P.31); ten rupees (P.32) (7).   Very fi ne - extremely 
fi ne.  (9)  

 $250 

   4226 
  Burma,   Government of Burma, (1948) fi ve rupees, prefi x 29, 
2V (P.35) imprint Thomas de la Rue & Company Limited.   
Very fi ne.  (2)  

 $250 

   4227 
  Canada,   The Dominion of Canada, one dollar, July 2nd 
1923, D3402446 (P.33n).   Stain on back, otherwise very 
fi ne.    

 $80 

   

part 

 4228* 
  Ceylon,   five rupees, 1st September 1927 (P.22) (fine) 
(illustrated); other notes one rupee (3) 1926-7 (poor- near 
fi ne); France, ten francs 1927 (P.73d) (F), fi fty francs 1927, 
1928 (P.77) (VG edge tears and holes).   Poor - fi ne.  (7)  

 $300 

   4229  
  China,   Ming Dynasty, mulberry paper note for one kwan 
(=1000 cash) 209x320mm, issued 1368-1399 (P.AA10 
[$1250 Good]).   With very rough broken edges, holes and 
numerous folds, fair-good and rare.   

 $1,500 

    

lot 4230

 4230* 
  China,   Empire, Chien Chang, Silver Depository Co, fi ve 
units. (P.S-).   Very fi ne.    

 $120 

    

 4231* 
  China,   Hei Lung Kiang Province, one hundred tiao (string 
of cash coins), 1929, No. 21364, private issue by Kwong 
Shing Co (P.S-).   Very fi ne.    

 $380 
   4232 
  China,   Chungsan, Kee Kwan Motor Road Co.Ltd., fi ve cents 
(2), ten, twenty and fi fty cents, 1933 (P.S-).   Uncirculated.  
(5)   

 $60 

    

 4233* 
  China,   private bank, Kiangsu Chu Shing Sheng Yin Chian 
Chu (Tientsin), twenty cents, Guang Xu year 34 (1908), 
without serial number. (P.S-).   A 3mm tear in bottom margin, 
very fi ne and rare.   

 $380 

    

 4234* 
  China,   private issue, Koan Yuan Bank, fi ve yuan. (P.S-).   Some 
staining, good fi ne and rare.    

 $480 
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 4235* 
  China,   'Yan Xing Yin Hao' Yan Zing (Bank), ten diao 
(coppers) c1900, exchange note, with fi ve additonal bank 
stamps on front of the note.   Fine with corner missing, frail 
and rare.   

 $520 

 This is a note of convenience obtained when the bank received ten diao. 
This was given with a promise to redeem and could only be exchanged at 
the bank. The additional stamps on the note refl ect redemption of copper 
for the note.  

    

 4236* 
  China,   private bank issue, ten tiao, year 8 (1919) 01536 
(P.S-).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $150 

    

 4237* 
  China,   Empire, private bank, unissued one dollar, Lee Yick 
Cheong Bank, Waisha - Swatow branch, imprint Litho at the 
Hong Kong Prining Press (Circa 1906).   Uncirculated.    

 $50 

   

part 

 4238* 
  China,   The Chinese Italian Banking Corporation, September 
15th 1921, one yuan, 380806, fi ve yuan, 43910 and ten 
yuan, 188106 (P.S253-5).   Uncirculated.  (3)  

 $200 

    

 4239* 
  China,   The Exchange Bank of China, ten yuan, Tientsin, Jan 
1st 1920, 148469 (P.S306b).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $280 

    

 4240* 
  China,   The Mercantile Bank of India Limited, ten dollars, 
Shanghai, 1st July 1916, No. 46004, imprint of Waterlow 
& Sons Ld, London Wall, London (P.S443).   Very fi ne and 
very rare.    

 $4,800 
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 4241* 
  China,   Provincial Bank of Honan, one yuan, Honan, July 
15th 1923, B1190647 (P.S1688b).   Very fi ne.   

 $60 

    

 4242* 
  China,   Offi cial Mint Hunan, Hunan Government Bank, 
1906 issue, one tael (P.S1913).   Fine and rare.    

 $1,000 

    

 4243* 
  China,   Provincial Bank of Kwangsi, Wuchow, ten dollars, 
1929, X195095 (P.S2341g).   Nearly extremely fi ne.    

 $60 

   4244 
  China,   Kwangtung Provincial Bank, 1931 local currency 
issue, fi ve dollars, CA042529/30 consecutive pair (P.S2422d).   
Uncirculated.  (2)    

 $50 

    

 4245* 
  China,   Provincial Bank of Shantung, overprinted 1925 fi rst 
issue, on fi ve yuan, not dated but old date April 15, 1924, 
number 0161150, (P.S2746).   Very fi ne or better.    

 $400 

    

 4246* 
  China,   Farmers Bank of North West China, two yuan, 1940 
B0959483 (P.S3295).   Uncirculated.   

 $250 

    

 4247* 
  China,   Bank of the Northwest, Jehol, ten yuan, March 
1st 1925, 0018339 (P.S3876a).   A 2mm tear in nick in top 
margin, repair to bottom right corner, fl attened, otherwise 
good fi ne and scarce.   

 $180 
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 4248* 
  China,   Tung Wai Bank, one dollar, Chinkiang, 1st November 
1912, 02775, printer's remainder (S/M.C31-1).   Nearly 
uncirculated and rare.   

 $1,000 

 Slabbed by PMG as 63 Choice Uncirculated. 

    

 4249* 
  China,   Tung Wai Bank, five dollars, Chinkiang, 1st 
November 1912, 00238, printer's remainder (S/M.C31-2).   
Extremely fi ne and rare.   

 $1,000 

 Slabbed by PMG as 53 About Uncirculated. 

    

 4250* 
  China,   Bank of China, one dollar, Yunnan, 1st June 1912, 
X788685 (P.25s).   Extremely fi ne.    

 $200 

   4251 
  China,   Bank of China, fi ve yuan, Tienstin, January 1931, 
AB984048 (P.70b); one hundred yuan, Chungking, 1940 
(P.88b).   Small spot rusted through in top margin, otherwise 
extremely fi ne; tiny piece off top left corner, otherwise good 
very fi ne.  (2)  

 $60 

    

 4252 
  China,   Bank of China, National Currency, October 1934, 
ten yuan, Tientsin, G342189 (P.73a).   Extremely fi ne.     

 $80 

   4253 
  China,   Bank of China, Chungking, 1940, fifty yuan, 
H873885 and one hundred yuan, T360769 (P.87a, 88b).   
Nearly uncirculated.  (2)    

 $150 

   4254 
  China,   Bank of China, 1940 issue, one hundred yuan, 
Chungking, A774526A (P.88b); 1942 issue, fi fty yuan (P.98).   
Extremely fi ne; good very fi ne and scarce.  (2)  

 $180 

   4255 
  China,   The Central Bank of China, 1936, fi fty yuan, B/F 
852810L and one hundred yuan, C/P 897836C (P.219a, 
220a).   Nearly uncirculated.  (2)  

 $150 

    

 4256* 
  China,   The Central Bank of China, national currency, one 
hundred yuan, 1936, B/M 307108/9C consecutive pair 
(P.220a).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $180 

   4257 
  China,   Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1945 issue, two 
thousand yuan, AW 176133 (P.301a).   Extremely fi ne.     

 $100 

   4258 
  China,   Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1947 issue, ten 
thousand yuan, MD 869819 (P.318).   Uncirculated.     

 $60 
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 4259* 
  China,   Republic, North Eastern Provinces, fi ve hundred 
yuan, 1946 (P.380a).   Very fi ne.    

 $180 

   4260 
  China,   Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1945-48, 9 
Northeastern Provinces branch issues, fi ve hundred yuan, 
AW 751958 (P.380); ten thousand yuan, AC 368375/6, 
consecutive pair (P.386).   Small piece off top left corner, 
extremely fi ne; uncirculated.  (3)   

 $150 

   4261 
  China,   Republic, The Central Bank of China, 1945-48, 9 
Northeastern Provinces branch issues, ten thousand yuan, 
AC 368381/2, consecutive pair (P.386).   Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $60 

    

 4262* 
  China,   one yuan (dollar), with overprint for one yuan, ship 
currency (?) or ticket, issued 1933 (year 22), reading the 
name of the ship 'Chung Fung Wu' (Celebrate size in plenty), 
front in Hong Kong Chinese, back in Taiwanese, issued for 
movement between Jing Nan and Anhua, in red on back 
(prohibit copying false ticket), overprinted with additional 
characters of value one yuan, rev. ship image in centre.   Nearly 
very fi ne and very rare.   

 $420 

   

lot 4263 part 

 4263 
  China,   Japanese puppet banks, Central Reserve Bank of 
China, one yuan, 1940 (P.J9c); Federal Reserve Bank of 
China, one hundred yuan, undated (1945) (P.J88a); also 
Japan, WWII Allied Military Currency, ten sen, undated 
(1945) (P.63).   Uncirculated; very good; uncirculated.  (3)   

 $50 

    

 4264* 
  China,   Japanese Puppet Banks, Federal Reserve Bank of 
China, second issue, 1938, fi ve dollars, B0825879 (P.J56a).   
Good very fi ne and rare.    

 $1,200 

    

 4265* 
  China,   Japanese Puppet Banks, Federal Reserve Bank of 
China, second issue, 1938, ten dollars, B0711566 (P.J57a).   
Extremely fi ne and rare.    

 $1,100 

   4266 
  China,   Japanese Puppet Banks, Mengchiang Bank (1945) 
ten yuan (P.J108A).   Good very fi ne.  (2)   

 $100 

   4267  
  China,   Japanese puppet banks, Central Bank of Manchukuo, 
one yuan, undated (1937), 283 0757408/9, consecutive pair 
(P.130b).   Uncirculated.  (2)   

 $100 

   4268 
  China,   fi fty and one hundred yuan, 1990, EE 00320262/EE 
00330262 matched vertical uncut pairs (P.888b; 889b).   
Uncirculated.  (2)  

 $200 

   


